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Geddes Prat, 716 Chestnut St, Phila: 



TAKE NOTICE 

Ladies and Gentlemen coming to the City, and 

finding themselves encumbered by Waterproofs, 

Overcoats, Satchels, &c., can leave such articles 

at our Store until their return home. 

Also, Ladies shopping can have their bundles 

sent to the Store, taking them up as they go to the ¢ 

EE ee ll ee 

Ferries or Cars. 

We shall be glad to accommodate our friends in 

this way, 

Yery respectfully, 

P. B. MINGLE & CO, 
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GREETINGS FOR 1903. 

1S REE 

REPUTATION to be lasting must not come accidentally or through 

H trickery, but be based on talent and merit. Such a reputation is 

built up little by littl—built to endure, and to give one wealth that can- 

not be wholly represented by the money he earns. Yet it must be a large 

part of his working capital. 

The only way to Secure it is by firm and persistent reliance on merit. 

P. B. Mincie & Co. has striven for sixty-five years to acceptably 

cater to their patrons, and with what success their large list of customers 

attests. Through the consistent application of business principles they 

stand second to none in their ability to furnish FARM AND GARDEN SEEDS 

of better quality for price, or greater promptness in filling orders. 

Prime germinative qualities can only be expected of good seed. 

Cheap seed never pays. 

Trust P. B. MINGLE & Co. to so adjust the relations of seeds to cost 

and charges that you shall in consequence receive a full and fair return 

for the expenditure made. 

Yours truly, 

P. b. MINGLE & CO. 
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EVERY 

MERCHANT 
who gets or wants to get the farmer’s trade—the best trade in the world— 

must be»quick to see and appreciate just»the goods needed. 

Most farmers keep cows, and most cows have, at some time one or 

more of the diseases that is easily cured by 

THE GREAT 

COW MEDICINE 
If you have Kow-Kure in stock you have one more hold 

on the farmer's trade, anda big one. If you have not it. 

GE. LT... Jats merchant. has it, he, knows. 

Morgantown, Pa., Nov. 21, Igoo, 

P. B. Mingle & Co., Dear Sirs :— 
Please ,find check .for 2 doz. small Kow-Kure. Ship as soom as you 

can, I am-ventirely out. It beats anything,‘to bring good reports, that we 
ever had. Yours respectfully, 

S, Deichley. 

If. you will put Kow-Kure in stock the 
Association will do local advertising for you. 

We have handled thousands of packages 
of this medicine and advise you to try it. 

P. B. MINGLE & CO., Phila., Pa. 



EVERY 

- FARMER - 
Who Keeps One or More Cows 

Should Know That 
KOW-KURBE cures abortion (slinking). 
KOW-KURE cures barrenness (failure 

to breed). 
KOW-KUBRE prevents tuberculosis. 
KOW-KURE removes retained afterbirth 
KOW-KURE cures scouring in cows and 

calves. 
KOW-KURE cures bunches and swelling 

in bag. 
KOW-KURE cures milk fever. 
KOW-KUBRE enriches the blood. 
KOW-KURE improves the appetire. 
KOW-KURE increases the milk. 
KOW-KURE is a medicine, not a food. 
KOW-KURE is for cows only. 
KOW-KUBRE has stood the test for ten 

years. 
KOW-KURB is a complete suceess. 

To know these facts and act upon them is to insure 

dairy against profit-destroying diseases, and guarantee a 

uniform standard of excellens health. 

Kow-Kure makes healthy cows, and healthy cows pay. 

Sayles, Pa., April 3, 1900. 

Dairy Association, 

Lyndonville, Vt. 
Dear Sirs:—I have used Kow-Kure for the removal of afferbirth in cows 

and for scours in calves and ‘it works nicely. I also know that it isa grand 
thing for a cow that is off its feed. Yours truly, 

DD. B.. BOYCE 

Kow-Kure is put up in two sizes... Enough medicine in one package 

to treat one cow from five to eight weeks, according to the disease. Dir- 

ections for use with every package. ~The price is 50 cents and $1.00. 

Made Only by the Dairy Association, Lyndenville, Vt. 
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CALENDAR FOR 
NEW YORK CITY, PHILADELPHIA, 

Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Indiana and Illinois. 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The lst-3rd, stormy and snow; 4th-6th, cloudy and snow; 7th, 8th, pleasant ; 

9th-11th, variable ; 12th-14th, clear and cold; 15th, 16th, clear and pleasant; 

17th, 18th, changeable; 19t-2Ist, cold; 22d-24th, changeable; 25th, 26th, 

windy ; 27th, 28th, snow ; 29th-31st, clear and cold. 
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SIBERIAN MILLET. 

Siberian, sometimes called Russian Millet, has been grown for a number of 

years past in this country and has largely taken the place of German and Common 

Millet, as well as Hungarian. 

We have made extensive inquiries rasanetitre this variety and the general 

reports are that the plant grows larger than Common Millet, with beard and chaff 

similar to Hungarian; the plant making a ranker growth, produces more leaves 

than either Common Millet, German Millet, or Hungarian, leaves starting close 

to the ground and continuing nearly to top of stem; leaves wide and tender, 

making it preferable to other Millets for Hay. Yield of Hay reported 1-3 to % 

more per acre, beside Hay softer when cured, greener in color and preferred by 

stock to other Hay or Millets. 
It matures about the same time as Common Millet and Hungarian and earlier 

than German Millet; it is claimed that it will stand drought better than other 

varieties of Millet. It has been a success in sections where season is too short 

to mature a Corn Crop. 

Some parties report it a good crop to clean ground from foul growth and 

also good as Summer fallowing. 

Yield of Seed reported about 30 to 40 bushels to the acre, but instances have 

been known to reach 50 to 60 bushels. 

Amount sown per acre varies according to soil, ranging from % to 1 bushel. 

We shall be pleased to send samples and quotations on ae and trust 

to be favored with your orders. 

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEED. 

Having given our attention to grasses for this purpose for many years, and 

after practical results and experience, we have succeeded in creating a mixture 

which we can highly recommend. 
If there is any land you wish to set in permanent pasture, we can supply you 

with a mixture of any description required or a special mixture admirably suited . 
for this purpose at a very reasonable cost. We are headquarters for all kinds of 

erass seeds and can save you money on your purchases. 

KAFFIR CORN. . 

Kaffir Corn belongs to the non-sacharine group of sored and in its habit - 

of growth is very similar ‘to the common sorghum or cane The plant is short —~ 
jointed and leafy. It is the greatest dry weather resisting crop that can be grown 
in this section. When dry weather comes ‘it does not die, but simply: stops 
growing until rain does come, and then continues its growth. It will average a. 

larger crop of grain than corn, and the fodder is much superior to‘corn fodder, 
as it remains green until after the séed is ripe. The grain is equal: ‘to corn for 

feeding, and all classes of stock eat it readily.” Grinding is not necessary. At 
mixture of four-fifths Kaffir Corn and one- -fifth Soy Beans is a perfect feed for. : 

hogs. At the Kansas Experiment Station a lot of hogs, fed on Kaffir Corn alone, . 
made an average gain of 44 1-10th pounds per head in fifty days. When fed four- 
ii itty deh at and one- ‘fifth Soy Beans a gained 86, 6- 10th ponds per. shead 

For grain the seed should be planted in rows and cultivated jue corn. “This 
_ Will require about five pounds per acre. For fodder one-half to two bushels vane Re 
be sown, and the crop for. hhay when the seed.«is in the dough. 

TIMOTHY. 

In the West, where there is less need for frequent rotation of crops than jn 

the ible” it is deemed desirable to prolong the life of a timothy field as much ‘as 
possible 

Wesiern farmers’ sow red Bete Pata 8atop ‘Srass in’ their’ timothy fields, 
in many instanges/, The-cloversmustsbe. renewed: every, ;three::years, iasi-itzidias 
out. The redtop. must be; sased, /Sparingly. ox, it will crowd out the,timothy.,:, gacp_aear 

West, become, ‘hidebound’? _ after a; gtime,... nes habs 1s is,3) 
e 

Old, timothy, . fields in. the ; 
the bulbous roots of the timot ay become so ‘humerous and, the oranda 
hard that satisfactory growth is impossible. ‘ 3 lage 

The remedy for a -“hidebound” timothy _ field. is to. give a-good_top-dressing-—— — 
PRE OCT LEA, 

in the spring, and tollow with a heavy harrow, tearing. up ait: surface of the sod 
and separating the bunches of timothy. This renews the life of the field. 

“wORKE Beta ba 10) 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The lst—3rd, blustery and cloudy; 4th-6th, cool and clear; 7th-9th, cloudy ; 

10th-12th, clear and windy; 13th, 14th, changeable; 15th-17th, pleasant ; 

18th-20th, rain and cool ; 21st, 22d, changeable ; 23rd, 24th, frost; 25th, 26th, 

cloudy and snow; 27th, 28th, blustery. 
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P. B. MINGLE & CO., SEEDSMEN, 103 MARKET STREET, PLIILADELPHIA. i 

A HAY-ZY SUBJECT. 

An Ohio editor says that hay fever is caused by kissing grass widows. A 

Missouri editor says it is caused by a grass widow kissing a fellow by moonlight. 

An Iowa editor says it is caused by a fellow kissing his girl while he is feeding 

hay to a cow, and an eastern Kansas exchange is of the opinion that it is caused 

by missing the girl and kissing the cow.—The Retailers’ Jowrnal. 

LUCERNE OR ALFALFA. 

Alfalfa, a species of clover, appears to be rapidly coming into favor in the 

Bast. It has long been an agricultural favorite and standard crop in the West, 

especially in semi-arid regions. It has a wonderfully deep root, and is able to 

find moisture where other plants would perish of thirst. It will yield several 

cuttings in a season. The hay is of very high feeding value, in some respects 

surpassing red clover. 
This is undoubtedly the most valuable variety for permeable sub soils, as it 

sends down its tap roots in mellow soils to great depths, having been found 

in sandy soils thirty feet below the surface, far below the reach of drought. The 

flowers are a pale blue, somewhat difficult to establish the first year, requiring a 
fine, mellow soil, but will then produce a profitable crop for ten or twelve years. 

The fall is the best time for sowing in this latitude, though it has done well when 
sown in the spring; the ground should be thoroughly prepared, and made smooth 

and fine. Sow twenty-five pounds per acre, harrow in lightly, and follow with a 

light roller to properly imbed the seed. It should be cut as soon as it begins to 
blossom, or even a little earlier; if left too late is apt to become coarse and hrad, 

and is less relished by cattle. In no event should it be allowed to go to seed the 

first season, as it tends to weaken the plant; it improves rather than exhausts 

the soil, and as a fertilizer it stands at the head of the list. It may be exterminated 

at any time by simple plowing thoroughly, and removing the crowns to where they 
may be burned or rotted; it yields an enormous amount of green fodder, and can 

be cut four or five times during the season. 

One of the most successful tests of alfalfa thus far made in the East was 
announced recently by the agricultural experiment station of New Jersey, where 

26.6 tons of green fodder (equivalent to 6.65 tons of cured hay) were harvested in 
one year. The crop was gathered in five cuttings from a single acre. The suc- 

cessful treatment of afalfa involves the free use of lime, but never in connection 

with stable manure or fertilizer. The permanent care of an alfalfa field (it is a 
perennial crop, lasting many years) involves the use of liberal amounts of stable 
manure and fertilizer. The New Jersey station used 10 tons of manure annually; 

also, 150 pounds of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate of potash. 
Green alfalfa and clover are so near alike in composition as to make but little 

difference between them. It will do nicely if sowed in rows and cultivated with 
wheel hoes. One it gets a firm hold it will thicken and fill all vacant places. 

The main point is to save it from the weeds until it can take care of itself. 

FALL-SOWN RED CLOVER. 

In the southern half of the State one sees many fields of new red clover. It 

can be suwn later than the crimson, and is surer to make a good sod. In the West 
we prefer a wheat crop the first harvest after the clover is sown, but here.a clover 

hay crop and a more rapid growth of the clover plants for sake of the soil are 
preferable. Some of this fall-sown clover is now very small, and would not endure 

the severity of an Ohio winter, while other. fields, seeded earlier, are covered with a 
Imat of green. Other farmers are using rye for a winter crop, to be plowed under 
in the spring. They sow more rye because experience has taught that the rye sod 
in the spring increases the productive power of the land. 

EXAMINE YOUR STOCK OF GARDEN SEEDS. 

This an excellent time to examine the garden seeds, especially peas, which 

are liable to attack by weevil. Put the seeds in a box, pour a spoonful or two of 
bisulphide of carbon, close the lid and in fifteen minutes the alia will be de 
stroyed and the seeds uninjured. 
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MINGLE & CO,, SEEDSMEN 103 MARKET STREET PHILADELPHIA. 9 

USEFUL TABLES. 
TABLE SHOWING THE WEIGHT OF VARIOUS ARTICLES. 

ES ay. ae ° GRRy SS per bushel, 32 !bs 
Onions ve seeteteceeee. per bushel, 57 lbs 
Osage Orange ese seeeee eee-POr Dushel, 33 lbs 
Orchard Grass ...0...0:s.s0e. per bushel, 12 lbs 
ay ENS Tia RE tc per bushel, 60 lbs 
Potatoes, [rish ... .......-. per bushel, 50 lbs 
Red Top Seed.. ......... 20+ per bushel, 10 lbs 
FEW he ccieet <p y <n «scape nas per bushel, 56 lbs 
Sweet Potatoes ..... ie. Sey. per bushel, 55 lbs 
Timothy Seed. ....:-ceusesers per bushel, 45 lbs 
Top Onions...... >) oe per bushel, 28 lbs 
TILER DS. naaeans 2a 6 = Ants onc per bushel, 55 lbs 
Mi cil ee cree atin nate age Ee Sek seer De 

QUANTITY OF SEED USUALLY SOWN UPON AN ACRE. 

Pe 

Barley .2URU .433, 20251 ....per bushel, 48 lbs. 
Beaus ...ists.. i eee te tee per bushel, 60 lbs. 
Buokwheatsi.. -..Li..28 per bushel, 48 lbs. 
Broom Corn ...ss... 4s scsbesees per bushel, 46 lbs. 
Blue Grass........... ........per bushel, 14 lbs, 
Clover Seeduusis..00)ssene db per bushel, 60 Ibs. 
Corn, shelled....... «is... .-per busbel, 56 lbs. 
Corn, on the eat ......6. 0. per bushel, 70 lbs. 
Flax S660. cimveeseaaes per bushel, 56 lbs 
Homp Seed yo ccc. -ssecncares per bushel, 40 lbs. 
Hungarian Grass Seed..... per bushel, 48 lbs. 
Millet {2 eee idee ne 9 per bushel, 50 lbs. 
German Millet ...... ......... per bushel, 50 lbs. 

Barley, broadeast.....1........ 2 to 3 bushels 
Beans, Dwarf, in Drills .....14 bushels 
Beans, Pole, in hills. ......... luv to 12 quarts 

Beets, in drills ...... .-.9 to 6 pounds 
Broom Corn, in hills......... 8 to 10 quarts 
Buckwheat eee ot eatnes 1 bushel 
Cabbage in beds to transplant? pound 
Carrots in drills ............4..: 3 to 4 pounds 
Chinese Sugar Cane.. ..12 quarts 
Corn, in hills, Hoccgang Sane deaes 8 to 10 quarts 
Corn, for soiling ..........:...3 bushels 
Cucumber, in hills ........ . 2 pounds 
Flax, broadeast.. .. 15 bushels 
Hemp Af.. 28..0L4....08. 2... 4 bushels 
Mustard, broadedst. ...} bushel 
Melon, Musk, in hills.......2 to 3 pounds 
Melon, Water, in hills....... 4 to 5 pounds 
Oats, broadcast ............... 2 to 3 bushels 
Onion, in drills...... .........5 to 6 pounds 

Onion, for sets in drills...... 30 pounds 
Onion sets, in drills,.......... 6 to 12 bushels 
Parsnips, in drills............. 4 to 6 pounds 
Peas, in drills....................1$ bushels 
Peas, broadcast... ....... SDE 3 bushels 
Potatoes, cut tubers......... 10 bushels 
Pumpkin, in hills.............4 to 6 pounds 
Radish, in drills....... fesse asi 8 to 10 pounds 
Rye, broadcast..............-..14 to 2 bushels 
Sage, im drills ..........:. _....8 to 10 pounds 
Salsify}iin drills ....c19...... 8 to 10 pounds 
Spinach, in drills............. 10 to 12 pound 
Squash,bushvarietiesin hills4 to 6 pounds 
Squash, Run’g ‘ in hills.3 to 4 pounds 

GRASS SEEDS TO THE ACRE. 

White Glover. j..02..:43. af. 10 pounds 
Red Clover..,...... ............10to 15 pounds 
Lucerne Clover........+ -s.s0-.. 10 to 15 pounds 
Alsike Clover...................4 to 6 pounds 
Timothy ....4).5.. .....f£.4..12 pounds 
Hungarian Grags..... ........1 bushel 

NUMBER OF PLANTS TO THE ACRE. 
_DISTANCE APART. NO. OF PLANTS, 

1 foot by 1 foot. . Fe ee eee 43,560 
I} Le Oe gp --boseieses Seed aes 19,360 
4 perp pinei-te eehepeisels-ack 21,780 
ye? EP a ae - ‘ ..10,890 
a a 1 es Pe ey ees 6,969 
ie Olde Bh Be ashe bb ber - ren Sees e 7,260 
fiat Qe ge Ti ape aR aeier op panei ER 4,840 
© Scott NZ: Senne aster 2,722 
rae eS pal Ze 

* PLANTS. | 

Asparagus Tha a ts et 
Broccolifien vse etied. lt 

Salsharstrow sins .al scc.2g.4 « 2,000 |, 
Canlifiawens ina. -2ac.pariisis. aie .  * 2,000 
2 Moe o tpnepeaeetagpaa an een eee Lee 
Egg Plant.. enh. and eot--the ‘4ya8s000 
Endive.. Chen a aerapeetee stoiae et AO 

Lap. 

hy gh a OF PLANTS PRODUCED ee AN eee sn SEED. 

... about 3500228" 
o£. 2S (230005: 

Tomato, to transplant........ ; pound, 
Turnip, in drills...............$ to 2 pounds 
Turnip, broadcast ........... .3 to 4 pounds 
Vetches, broadecast............ 2to3 bushels ~ 
Wheat, broadcast....... ......14-to 2 bushels 

Blue “G@ess § --ui.-- oete5-] P-> 00 14 to 3 bushels 
Rye Grass .5...0%....., ..14 to 2 bushels 
Orchard Giese SAYS fae. 15 to 2 bushels 
Red Top Grass......... ..1$to 2 bushels 
Mixed Lawn Grnssasn th ./!) 2a 3 bushels 
Millet .29.-.3... :<-.-.poq) =: al. Rushel E 

NE 

DISTANCE APART. NO. or ‘PLANTS. : 

Gifeehbyme feet. a! .-. aee--d- woe d LE 
8 ae eee eae a Be LY ; as 680 © 

10 Sepia. hs - fe 1 gts saa pe 458 
12m baktebe plast. pise: ee ER gees SOR: 
15 cmt.‘ nape ake. anette es BES 
Shape idgrevlpiaerpatsaetel saesp isa... 
20 for Bowe’ ‘as 
25 Shp SAB te So exes. Belen Rae sawas» dpe bees «RT 
30 veh ox lee i= sen arteee eeenes chit. 84 

e a. 2S zs >is5S =a 

insane iiiseitibiale ee “ “poANTS. 
Kale-:..... “— St. RARE. ae aboadt-2,000: 
Lee Res take i shekas ak esl eee sl [R408 008 
ertouke, sd se ores Erhse Paes Sojee eneeete |. a 3, 000 

‘Pepper... pads, SPREE ow caachiee te 
wdeuibsibiclspepsicis pinichtascbciareehd ee ee 24 35000 

SE | Regt eo ee RRR EE rea panpen OT 
JUS ee Sa ae Re eer ‘* 8,000 

we 2000" 
~ 
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30 Days. 

MOON’S PHASES. 

© First Quarter. . 4d. Sh. 51m. A. € Last Quarter . . . 19d. 4h. 30m. A. 

=),Full Meon . |. - lid. 7h. 18m. &- a) New Moon... 27d. 8h. 31m. M. 

| 
April 5th—Day’s Length: 12 hours, 47 minutes. 

CALENDAR FOR ey Sea 
SS = > NEW YORK CITY, PHILADELPHIA, 
<< lon & is Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, Ohio, 
ra) ee eS =) Indiana and Illinois. 

< aa Zz Sun High Water 
e | a a Sets ied bs Moon. Philadelphia 

i | iF ae | HM, Slow M. H. M. morn. even. 

91. || 1 Wed. 5  AGicn| 6 23 4 10 28 358 4 23 
92 || 2 | Thurs. 5 44ii)<i 6 24 4 11.29...| 4.48 65.14 
93 | want a Hil 543 4 6 25 + morn. 540 6 6 
94 4...| Sat. Bh 48 4 6 26 3 0..27 6 34) 7 38 
95 8.331.800. 5. 40 | 6 2 3 1220 mane 6s 
96 6 Mon. ni amaniac 6 28 3 yt 8 43 918 
Sila |i 7 Tues. 5 686 6 29 2 2 50 9 51 10 22 
980 i 8 -| Wed. Drak aul 6 30 2 5s it) 10.52.11 22 

99) 4] 9. .:1, Three: 5a? 38 Ses 2 4 6 BALSOu! Joe 
100 10 Fri. 5) 32, 6G. 32 2 440 | 0 16 0 39 

LOtogt odl Sieiis Syd 6). 3S 1] rises. | ih 1 22 

102 ne |. Sitars hd 2adojay 6 34 1 ye LP 42bec2 4 
1063) tj of M3 Mon. 51 27 & 35 ] 8 30 226 2 48 
104 14. | Tues. 5 25 6 36 0 9 28 3m 32 
107 4j) 15 Wed. 5 pega ia b> on 0 10 22 3 de 4°95 

106° | °-16 Thurs. 5 22 6 38 F. 10 12 437 5 0 
HOP. ONT. . + Bric eae) | 6 39 0 11 58 522° 5 43 
108 || © 18 | Sat. 5 19 6 40 0 morn. 65 6 28 
169° |F O19) --| Sm. Hr 1S! | 6 41 i 0 40 6 51 7 16 , 

110 20 | Mon. 9 16 6 42 1 117 7 41 8 8 

Lia 21 | Tues 5 15 6 43 1 1 52 8 36 9 5 
112 22 Wed. 5 14 6 44 1 2 25 S32" 1670 
113 23 Thurs. a iy’? 6 45 2 2 58 10 26 10°53 
114 24 Fri. Fea 6 46 2 3 30 1119 11 44 
115 25 Sat. 5 9 6 47 2 Ab i : 0 9 
16 || 26 =| Sun. pee os 6 48 2 4 35 032 0 55 
117 | 27. | Mun eee | 6 49 2 sets. 1 i6... 1.38 
Its" “28 Tues hes 5 6 50 2 8 15 2 a. aes 
119 || 29 | Wed ee 6 5 3 9 21 253 319 
120 30 Thurs 5 2 6:* 52 3 10 21 344 410, 

Conjectures of the Weather. 

The lst—3rd, cloudy and stowers; 4tb-6th, warm and clear; 7:h-9th, cloudy ; 

10th-12th, clear and worm; 13th, l4th, changeable; 15th-17th, pleasant ; 

18th-20th, rain and tuunder; 21st, 22d, changeable ; 23rd, 24th, fair; 25th, 26th, 

cloudy; 27th, 2-th, blustery; 29th, 30th, worm. 
) 

ee | 
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GERMAN MILLET. 

Curing Millet——Millet is somewhat difficult to cure, and if it can be matured 

early enough to get the warm sun of August or early September it will be a de- 
cided advantage, but 60 days is usually long enough to grow it for hay. It should 

be cut for hay as soon as it comes into blossom, the point being to prevent forma- 

tion of seed. The reputation that millet has for being injurious to stock has 

largely arisen from the hay being allowed to over-ripen before cutting, .a large 

portion of the seed being matured. It is the seeds rather than the hay that 

injuries stock, since they are very hard and not easily digested. The writer has 

seen the manifolds of a cow packed full of seed, causing indigestion, from 

feeding over-ripe hay. 

Growing Millet Seed.—This is not commonly practiced by farmers in this 

latitude. The seed crop is a very profitable one, and where corn can not be 
grown is often substituted for it. Yields are surprisingly large, 50 to 70 bushels 

per acre have been obtained. Broomcorn and Japanese millet yield even more. 

The seed is of about the same composition as oats, but is not so well adapted to 

all kinds of stock. The seed must be finely ground to feed well to any stock. 
This is a point that must not be overlooked, as trouble is very likely to follow 

feeding it unground. 

The common, Golden millet and Red Siberian are the best of the medium 

sized sorts for seed, though broomcorn is rated higher as hog feed. Sow any of 

these in drills rather than broadcast. For a seed crop, sow somewhat thinner 

than for hay, % or 34 bushel of common or Golden being sufficient, and one 
bushel of broomcorn. When matured it should be cut with a binder, dried thor- 
oughly before threshed, threshed with the ordinary grain separator, and stored 

as other grain. The straw in most cases is very poor, indeed, and should not be 

considered as of much value except for bedding. 

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT. 

It is the most desirable and most profitable variety of this grain; the seeds 
are nearly twice the size of any other, and manufacture a superior flour. It is 

usually sown 1 bushel per acre, yields a better crop, while the straw is stiffer and 

stands up better and is more largely planted than the old-fashioned, being about 
two weeks earlier. 

Buckwheat is rapidly becoming a popular feed for birds, being much cheaper 

than most grains and of a substantial character as food. 

DWARF ESSEX RAPE. 

This plant is extensively grown for forage, especially for sheep and for green 

manure, for which purpose there is perhaps no better plant adapted where a quick. 

rank growth is desired. Rape seed may be broadcasted, and it may be seeded in 
the corn field when the corn is “laid by.” Rape is revolutionizing the sheep in- 
dustry in this country, and it is also excellent for hogs and all kinds of poultry. 

It will be an advantage to test it on a small plot this year. Farmers who raise 
much stock and desire to get young cattle, sheep or lambs into favorable condition 
to be sold advantageously in the fall, can do it most cheaply by growing this rape. 

Prepare the ground as for turnips and sow in June or July, with a turnip drill, in 

rows 242 feet apart, at the rate of 3 pounds of seed per acre, or broadcast at the 
rate of 6 pounds to the acre. An acre of rape will be ready to pacture in six 
weeks from time of sowing and will carry 12 to 15 sheep six weeks to two months. 

Its fattening properties are probably twice as great as clover. When sheep are 
feeding on rape they should at all times have access to salt. Our stock is the 
true Essex Dwarf, and not the worthless annual. 
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ath Month, 

MOON'S PHASES. 
> First Quarter. . 4d. 2h. 26m. M. C Last Quarter, ..19d. 10h. 18m. M. 

@) Full Moon . . . 11d. 8h. 18m. M. @ New Moon. . . 26d. 5h. 50m. A 

May grd—Day’s Length: 13 hours, 56 minutes. 

z a alge | CALENDAR FOR 
a z | NEW YORK CITY, PHILADELPHIA, 
> So => ; é 
ic = = Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, Ohio, 
S Ss r=) Indiana and Illinois. 

= = z Sun Sun | High Water 
¥ =) = i Rises. Sets. | Moon. Philadelphia 

H. M. ‘| H. M. | Fast M.| H. M.° | morn. even | 
Ae si Bi en 6 53 Bh ALi.) oie ate 
(aeons yl aaees | fat | 6 54 3 moen | Bee eee 
123 Py'°"3 PN gan 4 59 6 yO OS | oe 
124 |) ..4 |-Mon. |] 4 57 6 56. 3 | 050° ‘|? Fare se 
125 || 5 | Tues 4 56 6 57 3 1 29 § 22.0856 
126 || 6 | Wed 4 55 6 58 3 2°49 | 9 2 aeeee 
127... % |), Bhurs 4 54 6 59 4 241 |10 26 10 54 | 
128 | 8 | Fri. 4 53 7 a0) \' seme 314 |11 30 ee 
Wor ti, Se | Sate |) ne | 4 349 |. eee 
130 10 | Sun. 4 51 7° 2 4 4.25 | 0 36° Os6¥4 
rte eee |S a | Ae 4 50 7 2 4 rises 117 138 
132, le ke Tues 4 49 ‘ile 23 4 813 20. 2 
13g HON yet Pad 4 48 P 8 4 Sa NA a Se sale fo 
134.4 4°") Dhars’4) "4.47 Wl 85 Bos ot gogo tid | L eegeoe aieae 
135 15° Fri 4 ‘46 Po MLG 4 10°36 | 49°" 4 314 
16. (ih die? | Sat 4 45 ae 4 11 15°°| 4°53 4140 
137) (e087 axl isSun 4 44 Togs 4 1151 ./)535 5 56 
138 18 Mon 4 43 Tey AOi. J4@s os) oomorn. ¢ |.sf.17- 76 38:4 
139 19 Tues A AB LT aD 4 | 025 | 7 a> see 
140 1.20 | Weed 4 41 7 a 4 057 |. 7 BO hai 
141 2) Thurs 4 40 | 7. ge 4 1 28 845 913 
142 22 | Fri 4 39 7 43 4 159 | 942 1010 
143 23 Sat Ae ech! ge lta 4 233 /1029 11 8 
144 24 | Sun 4 38 VAMP AW Bie 3 8 [1B 
145 25 Mon 4 38 e250 | 3 337 | 0 4 «3 
146 26 Tues ony Y te 4 Zo Pe getse 4 “O56 7 20 
147. PIgk oboWed ugre Bef He LT 2&5. peoqgucgisld y 461 Bune 
148 of B8e% | Thurs Ae B65 7 “4s Wiad gi igeh)e2 89v aT meu 
149 2920 oF ri 4.135 Tuts Bn) dO) dv 3188 oso 
150-40 300) Sat Ai Ba 719 3) hire 10vSau0+ d2b mi 4rtR 

Ae: 7 3 | Ll. #2 be Feyh9 git Fiteb 20 

Conjectures of the Weather. = 
The Ist-3rd, pleasant; 4th-6th,. variable; 7th, 8th, clear and wormy; 9thallth, a: 

cloudy and rain; 12th-l4th,:worm and. fair; 15th, 16th, clear and “worm; 17th, thi 

18th, cloudy; 19ht-2tst;” plesant ; 22d-24th, changeable ;*®5th') Qéth, ‘rath ; acer 
5p 4 Lis THIGH MOQule 2S & 

- 

27th, 28th, balwy ; 29th-31st, clear and-pleasant. * 
; f Af! Baa BHO). a se SF REEL SAUCE 

tis i: 7 = ‘ t Bian = ’ « 4 $i PoP Us >. BaiD 

Sorgen poet ett se Eade 2h 
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Comparaeing Industrial Growth of the United States 

Population... .. . Sane 

fh OS ee ge $| 

Gold in Treasury . $ 

Value farms and farm property. . . $ 

Value farm products ....... .§$ | 

Value of all farm animals. . $ | 

Wheat. . . ./+ «(9a ogan bushels | 

BOTTA. |... ssa ae aa bushels | 

Wool id oR &. _ BOOK. at an Ibs. | 

Cottons. Jie . .M Hl) bales | 

Coal production... ... . tons. | 

Steel production . . tons. | 

Value of merchandise. . . imports $ | 

Value of merchandise . . . exports § | 

Value of agricultural exports.. . . $ | 

Industrial Growth Compared—Great Britain, 

1882 

52,495,000 

42,642,000,000 | 

148, 506,390 

12,180, 501,538 

2,212,540,927 

1, 576,884,707 

504,185,470 

1,617,025,100 

272,000,000 

5,456,048 

92,219,454 

1,736,692 

724,639,574 

759; 542,257 

552,219,819 

in 1 the last Decade. 

1 
eon 

65,086,000 

65,037,091,000 

225,577,700 

16,082, 267,689 

2,460, 107,454 

2,308,767,573 

515,949,000 

1,628, 464,000 

294,000,000 

9,035,379 

160,115,242 | 

4,927,581 

827,402,462 

1,030,278, 148 

799,328,232 | 

and United States. 

1902 

79,003,000 

94, 300,000,000 

559,302,052 

20,514,001,838 

3,764,177,700 

2,981,722,945 

626,947,007 

2,545,366, 379 

316, 341,032 

10,680, 680 

280,000,000 

13,473,595 

903, 320,948 

1,381,719,408 

851,465,622 

Germany, 

1902 

ROpaHOn GC. ) .) . S ths olen ede vs 

Money in circulation. ...... $ 

Circulation per capita... ..... | 

ate: off): .\ . Ghee Sess ¢ 

Wheat . . bushels. 

Somme. oL. a. |. fc bushels 

DRA re oie aes indian reg ayy ams Ibs. 

Coal production . . .« }Qrtms a5 tons 

cel peqrachosn es (3 eo ee tons 

Imports merchandise. ...... $ 

Exports merchandise ...... . $ 

GREAT BRITAIN | 

41,952,510 | 

786,773,732 

$18.75 

11,477,824 
53:927;729 | 

219,046,045 

5,000,000 

2,540,265,299 

I, 362,728,000 

GERMANY 

57,566,000 

1,249,714,000 

$21.71 

18,939,692 

91,817,000 

150,216,849 

6,293,170 

F, 351,017,234 

I,113,125,048 

| | UNITED STATES 

79,003,000 

2,249,390,551 

$28.43. 

67,822,336: 

626,947,007 

2,545,366, 379 

316,341,032 

280,000,000 

13,473,595 

903,320,948 

1,381,719,401 



6th Month, 

| ——— Se 

@) "Full Sfoon’’. ~.\'. YO: 

‘MOON’S PHASES. 
10h. Sm. A. Qa) New Moon. . . 25d. th. 11m. M. 

C© Last Quarter, ..18d. Ih 44m M. 

June 7th—Day’s Length: 

} First Quarter. . 2d. 8h. 24m. M. 

14 hours, 53 minutes. 
pO .S 

ec >= x 
< oa bed 

2 S = 
i => re 

a = =. ; > > 

LotR ik Os 5 

| 52 ] _ Mon 
1538 2 | Tues 

154 # | Wed 
bo. 155 4 | Ehurs: 

oe ke 5 h eblra 
celles g: Gt esae. 

158 71 (Sane 
5E 8 ' Mon. 

160 9 Tues. 
161 10 Weil. 
162 11 Thurs 
163 ee Fri. 

164 13 Sat: 
165 14 Sun. 
166 0) Mon. 

167 16 Tues. 

168 1M; Wed. 

169 18 Thurs. 
170 19 Fri. 

171 20 Sat. 
Vie 2] Sun. 
173 22, Mon. 
174 23 Tues. 

175 uel Wed. 
176 25 Thurs. 

PENG 26 Fri. 
178 Pa Sat. 
179 28 Sun. 
180 29 Mon. 

181 30 Tues. 

The lst-3rd, cloudy and thunder; 4th-6th, warm and clear; 7th—9th, cloudy; 

10th-12th, changeable; 13th-14th, clear and warm; 15th-l7th, pleasant; 18th— 

20th, rain and thunder; 2]st-22d, changeable; .23d-24th, fair; 25th-26th, 

cloudy; 27th-28th, showers; 29th-30th, pleasant. 

PRE EERE EPL REE EERE BERLE RE KR KR E KR E Pp 

> 

CALENDAR FOR 
NEW YORK CITY, PHILADELPHIA, 

Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Indiana and Illinois. 

High Water Sun | | 
; Moon. Philadelphia Sets. 

| 

Hz MM. | Fast M. | HH Me morn. even, 

Va | 3 morn BO. ata 
T S22. | 2 0 9 bhai | dare 71 
7 ee 2 0 44 756 8 26 
bp x 2, 118 857 9 27 
7 a4 2 1 52 955 10 53 
TFS D5 9 | 226 {1051 11 19 
fie 25 y} $2 . | tee ea 
7°° 26 1 | 3 40'7' Sea iG BS 
7 WOR 1 | yises | 0) So-aeeneees 
yt 27 13Re 1143 1ST Ie ay 
ae S24 1. 2. 8 34. oe 
a ee | 9 J Gey: |9 Sed eee 
72 8! 0 9°53- | 842-428 
1, eit 0 10.26 | 43 Ama 
T geo be | |) lO D9). ab Mint. ae 
ieee O° |. ,11 30." | sbeaeeestees 
t 430i 0 morn. | 6 24 6 46 
7 imei | ] 0° 0. eS 
yer: 1 0.30: 78) see 
T1e31 ] 1. -¢ 9 2 dogegs 
7 we | 140 110. 43630 
ry 7) 2. 21 SOP PPVOR? PES 
7.30 2 | 2 ee a eee 0 10 
7 ae, 2, | sets 0 38 | aa 

Lace 2) 7-50 i> 1) Taste ees 
Teese | 9. ls 68642. tage 
ierae | 3 lpia Dien 319 3 45 
Te 32 Bu) 10.19. 1 a eee 
i ae Bo gal OAT 5. 1 ‘sass 
(aoe. || 3 | 11 “3 5 49 12 

SN eee a 

Conjectures of the Weather. 
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PORTLAND CEMENT. 

A mixture of one (1) part Portland cement to five (5) parts clean sand and 

ten (10) parts gravel or broken stone will make a rock showing greater tensile 
or crushing strength than a mass of one (1) part natural or hydraulic cement, 
and only one (1) to two (2) parts sand, or any proportions of common cement, 
and other materials whatsoever. Another fact but slightly understood is that a 
mixture one (1) cement, two (2) sand and five (5) gravel is slightly stronger 

in resistance of compression to the square inch than the same mixture without 

gravel, while the gravel and cement without sand would make a concrete not 
one-half as strong to the square inch. 

TWO CROPS IN ONE YEAR. 

There are several crops that can be made to do service, not only in covering 

the land, but in destroying weeds. Millet, which grows rapidly, crowds the weeds 

out, while Hungarian grass, which may be mowed two or three times and then 
plowed under, is the best cleaner of the soil of weeds that can be used Buckwheat 
is a erop that will grow on the poorest sandy soil, and even if corn or oats are 
broadcasted and turned under when high enough they will be serviceable. While 

the cow pea may be regarded as the best crop for adding nitrogen to the soil in 
summer, there is nothing to prevent the growing of two crops on the same land for 

enriching the soil, as it may not be necessary for such crops to mature. They can 
be turned under at any stage of growth It is maintained that the crops can add 

nothing to the soil other than the amount derived therefrom. This claim is true 
so far as the mineral elements are concerned, but there is a decided gain of nitro- 
gen by the use of the leguminous plants. As the soil contains a large propor- 

tion of inert mineral matter, the plants gradually change it to an available con- 
dition and, though not adding mineral matter to the soil, they bring it within 

reach of succeeding crops. In winter the soil loses its fertility rapidly, especially 

if there is frequent freezing and thawing, with abundant rain, for which reason 

rye or crimson clover serve to prevent loss. It will, therefore, pay the farmers 

to grow crops on every square foot of ground, as they will be serviceable on the 

Jand if not profitable for market. 

LIME. 

Lime is a good thing for the soil—when it is needed and almost a waste when 
it is not needed. 

When the land is “sour,’ or when sorrel appears upon it, lime should be 
used at the rate of 25 to 50 bushels per acre. 

It is considered bad farming to use lime and manure or lime and fertilizers 

at the same time. The action of the lime is to set free the ammonia, a thing 
which is desired in the case of an old; tough sod, and a thing which is not desired 

in the case of freshly-applied manure or fertilizer. 

CABBAGE WORMS. 

A mixture of equal parts of air-slaked lime, salt and wood ashes This sifted 

through a meal sieve and well mixed. It kills quicker if it rains soon after it is 
put on. 

Worms in flower pots are sources of uneasiness if not always of injury. They 

can easily be removed by saturating = soil with lime water, the clear water from 

slaked lime. 

WIRE GRASS AND WEALTH. 

The largest manufacturing industry in the State of Minnesota is engaged in 
the conversion of the: common wire grass of the Minnesota sloughs into the 
various manufactured products for which it seems so well fitted—binding twine, 
cordage, matting, basket work, bagging, etc. More than 10,000 persons are being 
supported and doing well as a result of the development of this industry, And 
we weli recall the time when the wire grass slough was considered the most 

worthless of any of Minnesota’s broad acres and the owner of it an object of pity. 
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MOON’S PHASES. 

€ First Quarter. .Id. 4h. 2m. A. € Last Quarter . . . 17d. 2h. 24m. A. 

© | Full Moon. . . 9d. 0h. 43m. A. =a New Moon ... 24d. 7h. 46m. M. 

July sth—Day’s Length: 14 note 55 . ieee 
| 

CAL E NDA R FO R 
NEW YORK CITY, PHILADELPHIA, 

Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, Qhio, 
Indiana and Illinois. 

DAY OF YEAR DAY of MONTH | DAY OF WEEK | Sun High Water 
Sets. | Moon. | philadelphia 

| {| } 
| | BH. M. H. M. | Slow M. | H. M. "morn. even. 

182 Piel Wed. |) £4850 [7-932 3] 11 56) 6°35, "0 0 
183 2 Thurs. |} 4 35 | 7 32 4 | morn. | 727° °1 54 
184 3 Fri. rig) Bevitph juugy 4 0 29 823 254 
185 4 | Sat. adi360d | bomosiae jown a 15 | 924 333 
186 orn Ss ae Sumo lio 087 7icSeq. doce 143 |10 22 10 50 
187 6 Mon 4 37 7 ©3828! 4 2°23 |11 17° 11 44 
188 7 Tues 4 38 % Shea 5 | 3: 6 ie 0 9 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The lst-3rd, cloudy; 4th-6th, warm and clear; 7th-9th, cloudy and thunder; 

10-12th, clear and warm; 13th-14th, changeable; 15th-17th, pleasant; 18th— 

20th, rain and thunder; 21st-22d, fair; 23d-24th, changeable ; 25th—26th, pleas- 

nt; 27th-28th, warm; 29th—31st, fair. 
EES Sess 
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CONTINUED CROPS, 

Plow the crimson clover under and plant the land to corn. * By so doing the 

cost of fertilizer will be reduced, as the Crimson clover will supply all the nitrogen 

needed forthe corn. After the corn is “laid by” it will pay to then broadcast cow 

peas between the rows, working the seed in with a cultivator. By harvesting the 

corn and removing the crop to the barn to be shredded, and then turning the pigs 

on the cow peas, they will not only grow rapidly, but will be fat enough to kill 

without the aid of corn. All kinds of stock, including poultry, will find a large 

share of their food in the corn field by this plan, and there will be no cost for 

harvesting the cow peas, as the stock will attend to that duty. It is simply making 

the land perform extra service without loss of fertility, as the crimson clover and 

cow peas will assist the land, and the animals will drop manure on the field. 

POULTRY. 

The best litter for the poultry house is the refuse from the hayloft. Hay beds 

are invigorating and the benefit derived from them is due to the work induced by 

the seeds. Hens in confinement will scratch and work all day in litter from the 

hayloft, ihe seeds being a complete change for them. They also relish the leaves 

, from. clover. 

GREEN FOOD. 

Rye will be perhaps the first green food to start off in early spring. It is also 

an excellent soiling crop, and may be cut and fed to stock, producing about 20 

tons of green food. It contains twice as much crude fibre as pasture grass and also 

less protein, but gives more green food than grass. If used when too green the 

rye is laxative in its effects. 

GRAZING. 

Many of the pasture fields are grazed too close to the ground. When a herd of 

eows have free access to pasture they really cut the grass down many times, and 

much closer than is usually done with the mower. No plants will thrive if not 

given an opportunity to make growth, and the grass on some pastures is killed by 

continually checking the growth, while the feet of the animals greatly damage the 

grass, as the smaller the supply the more trampling by the stock. 

HEN HOUSE. 

Dry earth or plaster is better for the hen house than unslaked lime whose 

only worth is to absorb moisture, and if so it were better to desert the building 

used. Siaked lime is most generally used. 

GUINEAS. 

At least a pair of guineas on every farm, as a hawk, rat, weasel and perhaps 

even a Skunk preventive. In warm weather they will feed themselves, as they are 

great foragers. They make good chickens for the table. Their eggs are delicious. 

The average chicken thief will not brave a coop or yard guarded by guinea fowls, 

with their discordant voices and aggressive tempers. 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The Ist-3rd, pleasant; 4th-6th, sultry; 7th, 8th, clear and warm; 9th-1ith, 

cloudy and thunder; 12th-14tbh, warm and fair; 15th, 16th, sultry and warm; | 

17th, 18th, cloudy; 19th-21st, variable; 22d-24th, plesant; 25th, 26th, change- 

able; 27th, 28th, sultry ; 29th-3ist, clear and warm. 

| | | 1] | | 
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COW PEAS. 

The Southern cow pea, (in reality a bean), has been cultivated in the South 
for many years, but only in recent years has it been demonstrated that most all 
varieties are adapted to cultivation throughout nearly the entire United States. 
They now promise to become one of our most valuable farm products. 

The yield of hay runs from 1 to 3 tons per acre. The Rhode Island experi- 
ment station reporting one year a yield per acre of 35,000 pounds green vines, 
making 5% tons dried hay. The yield of peas range-from 15 to 30 bushels per 
acre, occasionally as high as 50 bushels. 

They have been grown by dairymen with very satisfactory results, following 
winter rye, which was cut green in June for dairy cows, then stubble turned un- 
der and sown to mixed peas and oats, furnishing a large amount of forage in 
August, when grass pastures usually short, and producing a supply of milk as abund- 
ant as in early summer months. 

As a fertilizer they come next to clover, to be plowed under when they com- 
mence to blossom; they will grow on land that will not produce clover. 

As a fertilizer crop it excels all others. absorbing from the air more nitrogen 
than clover, and drawing from the sub soil large amount of potash and phosphoric 
acid, depositing these fertilizer elements in the surface soil just where needed for 
succeeding crops. 

Cow peas afford excellent midsummer pasturage, but the best way for using 

green is to cut and feed to stock. ‘ 

CANADA PEAS. 

Considerably used for feeding pigeons, being perfectly round and very small. 
They are also used for fodder; when sown in oats and cut green they become very 
nutritious. : 

SCARLET CLOVER. 

Pre-eminently the place to seed scarlet clover is our cornfields, and that should 

be done immediately after the cultivation of the corn. If left until after a rainfall - 
‘| there will be a crust form on the ground upon which the seed will lay and the next 
' rain will carry it in bunches to the bottom of the field and the catch be spoiled. 
| The seed, if sown immediately after the harrow, does not need be covered. Bear 

'' in mind, the more the ground is shaded, as in the orchard or corn field, the earlier 
_ the seed may be sown, as the young plant is in a measure protected from the sun, 

‘| but for clean culture August or September is soon enough. 

THE LAWN. 

The lawn in winter may be covered with horse manure, and if the manure is 

free from litter it will be an advantage. Do not scatter the manure in lumps and 
wait for the frost to pulverize the lumps, but apply the manure evenly. Early in 

the spring rake the lawn thoroughly, removing all material that is not in fine con- 
dition, and then apply a fertilizer composed of 100 pounds nitrate of soda, 125 
pounds sulphate of potash, and 100 pounds acidulated phosphate per acre. If the 

' grass was not destroyed by the drought of last summer it will grow rapidly when 
_ spring opens if the lawn is treated in the manner suggested. It is always best to 
freshen a lawn in the spring with new seed, even if grass is growing. There is al- 

' ways some that dies out and this should be replaced. 

Fall sown wheat needs a-compact seed-bed in order tostand drouth. Therefore the 
| breaking should be done early, and a few heavy rains should be secured before 
planting, if possible. A heavy land roller passing both ways over the field will help 
to pack the soil, and a light harrow will loosen the surface; then the ground is 

ready for the seed. 

She—You never come to call on me any more. 

He—I’m afraid. 
She—Oh, the dog is kept chained now. 
He—Yes, but your father is not. 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The lst—3rd, clear. 4th-6th. warm and sultry; 7:-h-9th, cloudy and thunder; 

10th-12th, clear and warm; 13th, 14th, changeable; 15th-17th, pleasant ; 

18th-20th, rain and warm; 2]st, 22d, fair; 23rd, 24th, changeable ; 25th, 26th, | 

bilmv; 27th, 2*th, pleasant; 29th, 30th, cool. 
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HORSE TALK. * 

Such food as will keep a horse in good condition when idle must be increased 
one-half when required to perform hard work. 

The horse doing little or no work can be maintained on cheap, coarse foods, 
such as hay, wheat bran, etc. He can use his energy in digesting coarse foods. 

When he is required to do hard or fast work he must have his food in the most 
available form, so that the food is quickly and easily assimilated, and he will be’ 

ready to give his whole energy to the work at hand. 
Whole, bright oats and timothy hay given in small quantities are the best foods 

for the road horse. 
Eight pounds of hay and fourteen pounds of oats should maintain an average 

horse doing considerable road work. 
Horses doing slow work do well with a part ration of corn. 
The following is a good ration for a 1,000 pound horse doing average work: Six 

pounds hay, two pounds wheat bran, four pounds corn, eight pounds oats, per day. 

Horses fed on a corn ration are not so strong and hardy as the oat-fed horse, 

and are more subject to founder. 

Never let the horse fill up at one draft when he is very tired or when water 

has been withheld until he is famished. 

A horse should not be overfed on hay. When given in too large quantities the 

digestive system becomes overtaxed and indigestion results. 

COW TALK. 

The last half of the milking is over 100 per cent richer than the first half. 
The cow is at her prime at seven years old. After the twelfth and thirteenth 

year her productiveness is usually lessened. 

Heavy feeders are usually the most profitable animals. They consume the 
greatest amount above maintenance and it is returned in milk and butter. 

Cows should be able to drink water at will. When this provision is not made 
the milk flow is lessened. 

If salt is not provided the milk flow will be lessened. 

One pound of grain is equal to ten pounds of mangels in feeding cows. 

When the pasture is luxuriant there is no profit to be derived from feeding 

erain, but when the pasture falls off the deficiency must be made by grain or green 

forage or the milk flow will fall off and can not be brought up again. 
Heifers should be grained and well cared for to enable them to make the proper 

growth. 
Wheat bran and middlings are valuable foods for dairy cows on account of 

the large amount of nitrogen and mineral matter which they contain. 

Cows can be fed six to eight pounds of wheat bran and four to six pounds of 

middlings daily. 
The following is a good ration for an average cow per day: Twenty pounds hay, 

four pounds pea meal, five pounds oatmeal (ground oats), eight pounds corn-meal. 

> 

VETCH AS A COVER CROP. 
The hairy vetch sometimes called sand vetch (Vicia villosa), promises to out- 

class crimson clover in popular favor as a winter cover crop and for forage. 
It is a perfectly hardy plant in the vicinity of Philadelphia and may be sown as 

late as October 1, a full month later than crimson clover. 

It is a leguminous plant, along with crimson clover; but it more nearly re- 

sembles a pea than a clover. It has a long, slender, climbing vine, which readily 
clings torye. It is a good plan to sow winter vetch and rye together. 

Winter vetch blossoms in the latter part of May in this latitude, and bears ra- 
cemes of pretty purple flowers. The seed ripens in June It is fit to cut for green 
fodder in April, or for hay in May. f ¥ 

. It is a nitrogen gatherer, and promises to be of especial value for use upon 

land that would otherwise be bare during the winter months. It will.pay.to plant 
vetch in the autumn for the sake of adding humus to the soil, even if the vetch is to 
be plowed under in March or April. 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The Ist-3rd, pleasant; 4th-6th, variable; 7th, 8th, clear, balmy; 9th—-1ith, 

cloudy and cool; 12th-14th, pleasant and fair; 15th, 16th, cloudy and warm; 

17th, 18th, cool; 19th—2]st, variable; 22d—24th. plesant; 25th, 26th, oliimgpebles 

27th, 28th, cloudy ; 29th-31st, clear and pleasant. 
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A CHEAP LICE DESTROYER. 

A Kentucky correspondent says the most effective compound for the purpose 
he has ever tried is made as follows: Three quarts crude carbolic acid; one quart 
coal-oil; one ounce oil of sassafras; mix and shake well. For fowls, take a paint 
brush or whitewash brush and wash over roost poles, crevices, etc., where mites 
might accumulate, with the liquid once a week for two or three weeks and you 
will soon get rid of all vermin. 

For lice and fleas on stock or dogs put some of the liquid into a sprinkler and 
sprinkle the bedding of the animals about three times in a fortnight, and the pests 
will soon all disappear. It is the fumes arising from the liquid that kills the vermin. 

This is also the best disinfectant known, and prevents cholera and other in- 

fectious diseases by destroying the germs that produce them. 

To find the amount of hay in a mow, allow 512 cubic feet for a ton, and it will 
come out very near correct. 

For hog pasture nothing is better than blue grass, white clover and cow peas. 

One tablespoonful of coal oil put into a barrel of rain-water full of “wiggle 
tails,” stirred thoroughly, will destroy them all within an hour, rendering the water 

even to the taste sweet and pure A gobletful of the oil will purify an entire cistern. 

Leaves make the best kind of bedding and are an important addition to the 

manure heap When used in the stall during very cold weather, they prevent 

draughts of air along the floors and retain warmth. They cost nothing but the 

labor of raking and hauling and a large supply should be stored away for winter 

use under cover, so as to have them dry. 

HOW SEEDS TRAVEL. 

If you are out in the fields among the flowers in the late summer or early fall 

days, you will notice many small particles floating in the air, some high, some low; 

if you catch one of these flying motes you will find it is a seed. Sometimes little 

threads or filaments are attached to the seed; these spread themselves out and act 

like little winds and keep the seed from falling in its passage through the air. 
Besides being carried by the wind many seeds are carried by animals. Sheep 

are great collectors of seeds, as their long wool catches and holds the seed pods 

which are carried to the other end of the pasture, or perhaps to some distant farm 

never before infested by that kind of weeds. Roving dogs, especially collies and 

other long-haired kinds, bring burrs of burdock and similar weeds to their owners’ 

farms. Many seeds are carried in the stomachs of animals and are thus taken a 

great distance, sometimes even into foreign countries. Birds often carry seeds a 

great distance, not only in their stomachs but on their feathers, sometimes a bird 
starts with a seed in its mouth and drops it on its way. Long rows of cedar trees 

along farm fences in certain sections are examples of tree planting through the 

agency of birds. 
Water plays a great part in the distribution of seeds, swiftly flowing water often 

carries seeds a great distance. The ocean, too, does its share of seed carrying, and 
‘tropical islands sometimes exchange seeds by means of the tides. 

’~ No doubt you have been the unconscious distributor of troublesome weeds by 
plucking burrs off your garments and carelessly casting them away. 

It is not the fault of the seed purchased from your storekeeper or seedman (if 
you get the best recleaned) that causes the growth of weeds in your field. We 

have the machinery for recleaning seed and taking out foul stuff, and when the best 
seed is asked for you may rely upon it that the quality is not only the best we have 
‘but the best that can be gotten and is as free from foul weeds as machinery can 
ma e it. : as . - a on - ee em rete ae . 
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Conjectures of the Weather. 

The lst-3rd, clear; 4th-6th, cold and snow; 7th, 8th, cloudy and blustry; 

9th-lith, clear and windy; 12th-l4th, changeable; 15th, 16th, pleasant; 17tb) 

18th, snow and cold; 19th-21st, fair; 22d-24th, changeable; Poth? 26th; snow; 

“th, 28th, plesant; 29th-30th, cold. ee 
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ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
WITH 

General Directions for Cultivation. 

The Terms and Prices of Vegetable seeds will be found in the Retail Price 

List in last part of Catalogue. 

ASPARAGUS. 
Soak the seed twenty-four hours in warm water, and sow in 

drills, one foot apart. When the plants are well up, thin to three 
or tour inches in the row, and give frequent and thorough cultiva- 
tion during the summer. The second season prepare a bed by 
deep spading or trenching, working in a large quantity of well 
rotted manure. Dig trenches four feet apart and twelve to sixteen 
inches deep, and spade in at least four inches of well rotted manure 
in the bottom. Set the plants in the trench eighteen inches apart, 
covering them with about two inches of fine soil. After the plants 
are up, gradually fill up the trenches, and give frequent and thor- 
ough cultivation. The second season. early in the spring, spade in 
a heavy dressing of manure and about two quarts of salt to the 
square rod. Cultivate well. The next season it may be cut for 
the table two or three times, taking care to cut ell as fast as it ap- 
pears. After the final cutting, spade in a liberal dressing of fine 

manure and sow one quart of salt to the square rod. The next season, and ever after that, 
the bed should give a full crop, but should be annually manured after the last cutting and 
well cultivated through the remainder of the summer. The tops should not be cut until 
dead ripe. 

Conover’s Colossal.—A mammoth variety of vigorous growth, sending up from fifteen 
to forty sprcuts from one to two inches in diameter. Color deep green, and crown very close. 

Conover’s Colossal. 

Gulden Wax Bean, 

Golden Wax Bean.—This bean has long been and still continues the standard wax va- 
riety for general use, and while many varieties have been introduced c’aiming to be superior 
in some respects and aiming to replace it, they have all sooner or later been forced to the rear 
as not possessing as many good qualities in as high degree. Vines medium size, erect, mod- 
erately spreading, hardy and productive, with small, smooth leaves, and small white blossoms, 
pods are long, nearly straight, broad, flat, golden yellow, very fleshy an wax-like, with short, 
fleshy, green point, cooking quickly as snaps, shetling well when green. acti of the highest 
quality in both conditions. Beans medium size, oval, white, more or less covered wtih two 
shades of ourple red. 

BEANS—Dwarf, Bush, or Snap. 

Under this head are classed all the Jow growing surts. They a:e so extremely sensitive 
of frost and cold, that it is useless to plant them before the ground has become warm and 
light. Stir the ground’ often, but only when dry, because earth scattered on the leaves when 
they are wet with dew or rain, will cause them to rust, and greatly injure the crop. 

Round Yellow Six Weeks.—One of the best green pod Beans, while this variety 
does not differ from the Early Yellow Kidney Six Weeks in size or general appearance of the 
vine, the pods are shorter, very much thicker, more fleshy, while retaining the vigor and 
hardiness of the old sort, it is fully one week earlier. ry Bean, color of am 3ix weeks, 
but it is much shorter, almost round. 

Barly China Red Eye. —Early, and can be See either as a ‘string or shelled Bean. 
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/ The lst—3rd, cold; 4th-6th, variable; 7:h-9th, snow and cold; 10th-12th, 

pleasant; 13th, 14th, cold and blustry; 15th-17th, snow and windy; 18th-20th, 

pleasant; 21st, 22d, variable; 23rd, 24th, clear and cold; 25th, 26th, rior 

27th, 28th, snow; 29th, 31st, clear and cold. 
— i -_—— a 
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Ivory Pod Wax.—New variety, earlier than German Black Wax; long, stringless 

tender white pods of rich, creamy flavor. 

Early Mohawk.—This sort is so much hardier than the others that it can be planted 

earlier and often in this way, will furnish beans fit for use before any other kind. Vines 

large, stout, with large coarse leaves which will stand a slight frost; blossoms large, purple; 
pods long straight, coarse, with long tapering point. Beans long, kidney shaped, variegated 
with drab-purple and brown. 

Refugee, or Thousand to One.—Vines large, spreading, exceedingly hardy, with 
small, smooth leaves and large lilac flowers, very late, and esteemed for late planting and for 
use as pickles ; pods long, cylindrical, green, becoming white, streaked with purple, of good 
quality as snaps; beans long, light-drab, dotted and splashed with purple. 

Wardwell's Kidney Wax.—The vines of this variety are very large, strong growing, 
but are peculiarly liable to blight, but when healthy, yields a large crop of long, nearly 
straight, handsome, very white and wax-like pod. They are of good quality and on this 
account, as well as their beauty of formand color, are easily sold. They ripen about the 
Same timeas the Golden Wax. The dry beans are large, kidney shaped, white with dark 
markings about the eye. Market gardners find this a profitable variety owing to the large 
size and handsome color of the pods. 

Currie’s Rust Proof Wax.—This variety is claimed to be absolutely rust proof, 
andis as nearly rust proof as any good wax podded bean can be, vine vigorous and productive, 
about the same as Kidney Wax. Dry beans bluish-black. 

German Wax Black Seeded.—We are so thoroughly satisfied with this improved 
strain of Black wax that we have discarded the o!d strains altogether, this being more vigor- 
ous growing, far more productive, with a longer, whiter, more fleshy pod and unsurpassed in 
flavor, vines medium sized, very vigorous and hardy, withstanding rust exceedingly well. 
Flowers reddish white or purpie. Pods medium length, borne well up among the foliage, 
curved, cylindrical, thick, fleshy, and of a clear, waxy-white color, with long, slightly curved 
point ; remain a long time in condition for use as snaps. Beans small, oblong, jet black. 
No one can afford to plant the old strain, as this is much better in every respect. 

White Seeded Valentine.—All the characteristics of the Red Valentine, with white 
seeds. 

Crystal White Wax.—New variety, long round pods, greenish white, transparent 
stringless, crisp, tender and slow to harden. 

German Wax ( White Seeded). Ripe beans, clear white ; large, handsome pods beauti- 
ful white wax color. 

ROYAL DWARF WHITE KIDNEY—One of the best late kinds; as a winter bean it hag 
no superior. 

Large White Marrow.—Excellent quality, either shelled green or dry. 

Dwarf, White Navy.—Seeds small, round and oval, used exclusively for field 
culture. 

BEANS—Pole or Running. : 
These require a warm, mellow soil, and should not be planted until settled, warm weather. 

Form hills three and a half feet apart, by forking in a shovelful of fine manure; set the 
poles and plant to six to eight beans, and after the beans commence to run, thin to four plants 
to the hill. Start any that fail to climb around the pole in the same direction as the others 
(they will go inno other.) Fasten by sticking the end in a cut notch in the pole. 

Improved Extra Large Lima.—Very superior quality, seed much larger than the 
‘ordinary large Lima, of greenish tinge; tender and sweet. 

Large Lima.—One of the best pole beans for use, shelled either green or dry. 

Indian Chief, or Tall Wax.—Pods of a fine waxen semi-transparent White color, 
crisp, tender and succulent. . 

Small White Lima, Carolina.—Similar to large Lima in flavor, beans much smaller 
but more productive. 

White Dutch Case Knife.—The earliest variety of Pole Bean, excellent flavor, and 
good green or dry. 

Horticultural.—The old favorite, used green or dry. The dry beans are very superior 
for cooking. ak 

: r 

White Crease Buck. —Extreml y early, very popular in the South. 
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BEET 
All the varieties succeed best on a deep, rich, sandy loam. For early beets, sow as soon 

2S the ground will adinit, in drills fourteen inches apart, and thin to six inches in the row. 
For winter, sow about the middle of spring. Soak the seed twenty-four hours in luke-warm 
water before planting, and sow in freshly prepared ground. 

The Sugar and Mangel Wurzel varieties are grown for feeding stock and should be sown 
from April to June in drills two feet apart, and afterwards thinned out to stand one foot apart 

in the rows; keep them well cultivated and you will have an abundant crop. 

Extra Early Bassano.—-This is the largest of the Earliest varieties, and reaches a 
size fit for the table amongst the first; will not keep well during the winter. Flesh coarse 
grained, but tender and sweet. 

Extra Early Egyptian Blood Turnip.— 

This matures quicker than any other sort. Roots of 

fine form, medium size, smooth and dark in color, flesh 

dark red, fine grained, crisp and tender. 

Early Blood Turnip.—Tops small, roots blood 
red, turnip shaped and very tender. 

Bastian’s Early Turnip.—One of the best for 
athe market gardener or for family use, early, quick 
growth, good shape, and bright red color. 

Half Long Blood.—One of the very best, un- 
surpas-ed for its winter keeping qualities. 

Improved Long Dark Blood.—The best win- 
ter variety, but apt to be tough when sown too early. ~ 

Swiss Chard.—Tops used for Greens. 

White Silesian Sugar. —Grown extensively 
or feeding stock ; also for extraction of sugar. 

Imperial White Sugar Beet.--A greatly im- 
Extra Early Egyptian Blood Turnip, proved variety of the White Silesian. 

\ at" ty Vall 
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Giant Long Red Mangel Wurzel. 

Giant Long Red Mangel Wurzel.—Very large, growing well out of the ground, 
top small for its size, straight, smooth, and of fine scarlet color. 

Long Red Mangel Wurzel.—A large, long variety, for stock feeding, color light red. 

Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel.—Large, round, orange colored variety, of excellent 
anality, which keeps better than the long red, producing better crops on shallow soil. 
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Yellow Ovoid Mangel Wurzel. 

Yellow Ovoid Mangel Wurzel.—Root ovoid, intermediate between the long and 
globe varieties, flesh solid, usually white, zoned with yellow; hardy, vigorous and productive. 

Red Globe Mangel Wurzel.—Similar to Yellow Globe, except in color, which is- 

oe BRUSSELS SPROUTS. 
This is a very desirable vegetable, though very little known in this country. It grows. 

two or three feet high and produces from the sides of the stock numerous little sprouts some- 
what resembling cabbages ; they are used for Fall and Winter Greens. It can only be grown 
to perfection in a good soil and with a long season to complete its growth. The seed should 
be sown in March or April, in a frame and transplant into the open ground and cultivate as 
cabbage. The plants should be watered and shaded for a week or ten days to give them a 
good start. 

CABBACE 
There is no vegetable which may be cultivated with more certainty of success than this, 

and few if any that are so generally useful, as it may be made to follow other crops, and wil! 
give some return, no matter how poor the soil or how negligent the cultivation, while it 
responds so readily to better care, that it claims a place in the finest garden, and the attention 
of the most skillful gardener. 

The requisites for complete success First, good seed; there is no vegetable where tha 
seed has more influence on the quality of the product than this, and the gardeners should 
invariably select the best procurable. Second, rich, well prepared ground Third, frequent 
and thorough cultivation. 

For Cabbages, the ground must be highly manured, deeply dug or ploughed, and thor- 
oughly worked to insure good full sized heads. A heavy, moist and fresh loam is most 
suitable. The early sorts should be sown very early, in hot-beds, hardened off, and trans- 
planted eighteen to twenty-four inches apart, early in the spring. In the south, sow from the 
middle of September to middle of October, and transplant into cold frames to preserve through 
winter, setting into open ground as early as possible. In transplanting, they must be set in th- 
ground up to the first leaf no matter how long the stem may be. 

All through the season the ground should be cultivated as often as possible, as success will 
depend largely upon faithfulness in this particular. 

The late autumn winter varieties may be sown in a seed bed, from the middle to the 
last of spring, and transplanted when about six inches high, three feet apart each way. 
Shade and water the late sowings in dry weather to get them up. It is important that the 
plants should stand thinly in the seed bed, or they will run up weak and slender, and ba 
likely to make long stems. 

Cabbage should be hoed every week, and the ground stirred deeper as they advance in. 
growth, drawing up a little earth to the plants each time, until they begin to head, when they 
should be well dug between and hilled up. After they are partly headed, it is the practice of 
some gardeners to lay them over on one side. Loosening the roots will sometimes retard the 
bursting of full grown heads. 

To preserve cabbages during the winter, pull them on a dry day, and then turn them over 
on the heads afew hours to drain. Set them out inacold cellar, or bury them with the head 
downwards, in long trenches, in a dry situation. In the Middle States, bury the head and 
part of the stem in the open ground, and place over them a light covering of straw and 
boards to protect them in severe weather. 

Early Jersey Wakefied.— Heads very compact, of medium size, varying from 
nearly round to conical. An early, sure heading sort, very popular with eastern market 
gardeners. 

Early York.—Heads small, heart-shaped, firm and tender; of very dwarf growth, and 
may be transplanted fifteen or eighteen inches apart. 
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Early Large York. 

Early Winningstadt. 

Karly Large York.—Succeeds the Early York, and is equally desirable. It is of large 
size, about ten days later, more robust, and bears the heat better. 

Early Sugar Loaf.—A compact growing variety, and the plants may be set as close 
as sixteen inches each way, early, but is more affected by the heat than other varieties. 

Early Winningstadt.—One of the best for general use, being a sure header, and will 
grow a hard head under circumstances where most sorts would fail. Heads of regular conical 
shape, very hard, and keep well winter and summer. 

Early Dwarf, Flat Dutch.—Heads of medium size, solid, flat grows low on stump, 
and is of good flavor. 

Fottler’s Early Drumhead.—An excellent second early sort, withstands heat, and 
heads low on stump. 

Premium Flat Dutch. Premium Drumhead. 

Premium Large Premium Large 
Late Flat Dutch.— Drumhead.— A large 
Superior to any late cab- 9 fall or winter variety 
bage in cultivation. Our broad, flat or round head, 
stock has been grown for short stump, tender and 
us from carefully selected good flavored, andis an 
heads, and is equal to excellent Keeper. 
any other strain of this 
popular variety. Improved Drum- 

head Savoy.-The best 
Red Dutch for of all Savoys for general 

Pickling.—An esteem- market or home use. It 
ed sort for pickling; it has ashortstump, grows 
forms very hard, oblong to a large size, is compact 
heads, round at the top, and solid, and closelyap- 
and when pure, of a dark proaches the Cauliflower 
red or purple color. Improved American Savoy. in delicacy and flavor. 
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CARROT 
The Carrot succeeds best on a light, sandy loam, made rich by manuring the previous 

year. In freshly manured land, the roots often grow prolonged and ill:shaped. It. is better 

to sow as early in the spring as the ground can be made ready, but if planting is necessarily 

delayed until late in the season, soak the seed twenty-four hours in tepid water, dry by mix- 

ing in sifted ashes or plaster, and sow on freshly prepared soil. 

Earliest Short Horn (for forcing).—The earliest variety in cultivation, used mostly 

by market gardeners for forcing 
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Large White Belgian. 

Early Scarlet Horn.—The best early variety, flesh deep 
orange, fine grained, agreeable flavor, and grows well on shallow soil. 

Danvers.—Medium length, very large and heavy yielder, rich 
dark orange color, smooth and handsome. 

Karly Half Long Scarlet (Stump Root)—A popular early 
variety, medium size; flesh bright scarlet, brittle and of good flavor. 

Improved Long Orange.—-The well known standard ; roots 
long, thickest near the crown, tapering regularly to a point, color 
deep orange. The best for field crop and table use. 

New Red Coreless —Resembling Danver’s half long— 
Free from any hearts or pith. 

Large White-Belgian.—Grows one-third above the ground; 
root pure white, green above ground, with small top; raised exclu- 
sively for stock 

Cc A U Li FLOWE R Improved Long Orange 

Sow for early about middle September, in a bed of rich clean earth. In about four or 
five weeks afterwards the plants should be pricked out into another bed, at a distance of four 
inches from each other every other way ; these should be encompassed with garden frames, 
covered with glazed sashes, and boards or shutters. The beds must be so secured, and the 
tops of the beds so covered as to keep out all frosts, giving them light and air every mild day 
throughout the winter; transplant in April into a bed of the richest earth in the garden, at 
a distance of two feet and a half each way. Keep them well hoed, and bring the earth gradu- 

ally up to the stems. The late variety 
matures in the autumn, and is sown 
‘and managed similarly to winter cab- 
bage, but is not so certain to succeed in 
this climate. 

Early White Snowball.—The 
most highly flavored variety grown, and 
always sure to head. 

Lenormand’s Short Stem.— 
The best late variety ; large, well-form- 
ed heads, extra quality, and the best 
late variety in cultivation. 

CELERY 
Sow the seed, which is very slow to 

come up, early in the spring, in rich, 
mellow ground, in a situation where it 
can be protected from the parching heat 
of the summer sun; water freely in 
dry weather. When the plants are five 
or six inches high transplant a portion 
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in trenches well manured; the dwarf varieties three feet and the tall four feet between the 
rows; plant six inches apart in the rows, pressing the earth to the plants. As they advance 
in growth blanch by earthing up, which should be performed gradually in fine weather taking 
care not to bury the heart of the plants, A light dressing of salt applied when earthing up 
is beneficial. pe 0? 

Silver Giant White Solid.—The very best tall growing variety, white, very solid 
crisp, tender, and superior in flavor. , 

Boston Market.—The most popular 
variety is the Boston Market. It forms a eclus- 
ter of heads, instead of a single large one, and 
is remarkably crisp and tender. A good yari- 
etey for light soils. 

Dwarf Golden Heart— Very fine; 
when blanched the heart is of a waxy golden 
yellow, rendering it a most striking and showy 
variety for either market or private use. 

Half Dwarf White Solid.—Is of 
rather a yellowish white when blanched, and 
entirely solid, possessing the peculiar nutty 
flavor of the dwarf kinds, with more vigor of 
growth. 

Dwarf White 
Solid.—Dwarf, white, 
or stiff close habit ; sol- 
id, crisp, and juicy. 
Keeps in good order 
later in the season than 
any other variety. 

White Plume.— 
The stalks dnd heart 
are white, of good eat- 
ing quality, crisp, solid, 
and of nutty flavor; 
is ornamental, resemb- 
ling an ostrich feather. 

Giant Paschal 
Cellery.—Is from the 
Golden self blanching 
variety, but is some- 
what longer growing. 
About 2 feet, very 
hard, thick and erisp, 

Dwarf Golden Heart. without any) meer 
flavor. 

Celeriac, or Turnip Rooted.—The Root is cooked and sliced, used with vinegar ; 
makes an excellent salad. 

Boston Market. 

Soup, or Flavoring Celery.—For flavoring soups, stews, ete., not for sowing 
purposes. 

COLLARDS. 
Very popular in the South, where it is principally grown, and used as a substitute for 

cabbage. 

CORN. 
Judging from the long and constantly imcreasing lists of corn which annually appear in 

the Catalogues issued by the various Seed Houses throughout the country, the reader would 
be led to believe that they were in innumerable variety, more especially amongst the Early 
sweet and other kinds for table use. This, however, is not the case, as upon testing, most of 
them will be founi identical, and the long lists will dwindle down to a few pronounced and 
distinct varieties ; in fact, the difference exists more in name than in anything else. We 
have, therefore, in thea present Catalogue confined ourselves to those distinct and standard 
varieties, which the practical experience of market and family gardeners has decided to be 
the best for market ani family use. Should other kinds appear which are really valuable 
they will be placed in stock, and we will gladly procure for our customers any varieties from 
other Catalogues which they mav desire to test. 
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Corn should not be planted until the ground has become sufficiently warm, as cold and 
wet causes it torot. Planted every two weeks, until the middle of July, will give a succession 
throughout the season. 

FIRST OF ALL— The very earliest grown for 
the Philadelphia market. 

EXTRA EARLY ADAMS.—The old standard, 
early sort, and its earliness its principal recommen- 
dation. 

EARLY MINNESOTA SUGAR-—New, and re- 
ported the best Early Sugar Corn grown. 

CORY—An entirely new Extra Early Sugar Corn, 
ears very large for an early variety, and said tu be 
the earliest sugar corn known. 

ae EARLY SHAKER SUGAR Introduced by us to 
i os ie BAAD SED On pes = the Philadelphia market many years ago ; grows fine 
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ee SED Ce eat ty SS —This is the old market standard ; a 
ae Sa ee re Se good corn, but not among the earliest. 

1 os TF) Se 
, CK <8 ak ese 

eee Ss Zig Zag—Is one of the sweet- 
ee 33 est and tasty late corns. Kesembles 

OS Evergreen except that the kernals are 
placed zig zag upon the cob. 

Naragansett. Early Marblehead Sugar. Early Shaker Sugar. 

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN—Resembles the Shoe Peg on a larger 
scale, surpassing it in superior qualities, viz: deepness of grain, small- 
ness of cob and richness of fiavor. Will produce from three to four ears 
to stalk. Much larger than the Shoe Peg. 

LARGE MAMMOTH SUGAR—The largest of all varieties, productive, 
fine flavor and sweet. A very desirable variety for the family garden. 

IMPROVED STOW ELL E‘7ERGREEN—has no superior as a late table 
variety ; ears large, ani remains green longer than any other kind. 

EGYPTIAN—A new large variety, quite late; quality good, and re- 
sembles in some respects, the Evergreen. 

EARLY WHITE FLINT—An excellent, productive variety, ears good 
size, and used for making hominy; a good table variety when cut early. 

EIGHT ROWED YELLOW, (Canada).—Ears large, and bright yellow 
color, generally used for re-planting, very early. . 

MAMMOTH CHESTER COUNT Y—One of the very best for field eul- 
ture ; fine large ears, and producing a large quantity of fodder. 

MAMMOTH DENT.—A cross between the Mammoth Chester County 
and the Oregon; we think this the most productive variety grown. 

GOLDEN BEAUTY.—Matures as early as the Golden Dent, and sur- 
passes it in size, beauty of grain and productiveness. 

LEAMING—One of the recently introduced varieties, medium, well 
grained ear, good color, and excellent for grinding. 

SWEET FODDER CORN—Sown broadcast two busnels, and in drills 

three feet apart, one bushel per acre, either sweet or field varieties. Mammoth Sugar Corn 
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CORN SALAD (Broad Leaved) 
Used as a small salad throughout the winter and spring. Sow early in the spring in drills 

one foot apart, and keep weeds down by frequent hoeing. For winter and early spring use, 
was in drills in August aud September. Cover with straw on approach of winter. 

CRESS—Pepper Grass 
CURLED.—WATER. Used as a small salad. Sow very thickly in shallow drills, on a 

smooth surface, at short intervals throughout the season. 

CUCUMBER. 
The Cucumber can be grown by any one who has a few square yards of soil with an expo- 

sure tothesun. Forearly use, make rich hills of well rotted manure the latter part of spring 
planting a dozen or more seeds, covering one-half to an inch deep, pressing 
the earth firmly over them. When danger from insects is over, pull all but 

three or four of the strongest plants, make the 
hills from four to six feet apart. For pickles- 

plant as late as middle of July, 

Jersey Prolific.—Earliest 
and hardiest productive variety. 
the fruit of small size and pro- 
duced in pairs. 

EARLY FRAME—Fruit is 
straight and well formed, flesh 

~ tender, though somewhat seedy; 
when young makes excellent 
pickles. 

IMPROVED EARLY WHITE 
SPINE.—The very best sort for 
table use ; vines vigorous, fruit 
straight and handsome, color . 
light green, with few white 
prickles ; tender, and of excel- 
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Iong ein: Early Russian. Early Frame. lent flavor. 

LONG GREEN (Jersey Pickle.)—The best pickling variety, dark green color, tender, crisp. 
and productive. 

SHORT GREEN PICKLE—This is the favorite Western. pickling variety, and is growing 
in favor here every season. 

LONG GREEN TURKEY—An excellent pickling variety, color dark green, firm and crisp, 
GHERKIN (Burr Pickle.) —-Small, oval shaped, prickly variety, used only for pickling. 

Improved Egg-f tant. (See next page.) Early Egg-Plant. 
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EGGPLANT. 
Sow in) hot-beds early in March; transplant middle-of May to first of June, in a rich 

warm piece of ground, about thirty inches apart. Draw the earth up to their stems when 
about a foot hizh. Lze-plant seed will not vegetate freely without substantial heat, and if 
the plant gets the least chilled in the earlier stages of growth, they seldom recover. 
Repeated sowings wie sometimes necessary. Care should be taken in cutting the fruitsoas © 

_not to disturb the roots, which injures the plants. 

_ Early Long Purple.—This is one of the earliest varieties, hardy and produetive ; 
fruit long and of superior quality. 

Improved New York Purple.—The best variety in cultivation ; fruit large, deep 
purple color, occasional stripes of green around the stem ; of very superior flavor. 

Black Pekin.—Fruit black, large, smooth and glossy. Round to globular. 

Se | ENDIVE. 
_ —An excellent Fall and Winter Salad, when Lettuce is getting scarce. Sow late in the 
Spring to middle of Summer in shallow drills, and thin out to a foot apart ; blanch by tying 
the leaves together near the top. . 

Green Curled. Broad Leaved Batavian. 

Green Curled.—Is the hardiest variety, with beautifully curled, dark green leaves, 
which blanch white, and are very ecrisp and tender. | 

Broad Leaved Batavian.—Has broad, thick, plain or slightly wrinkled leaves. It 
igs principally used for cooking, and making a larger head, is preferred for stews and soups; 

| if the outer leaves are gathered and tied on the top, the whole plant will blanch nicely, and 
make an excellent salad for the table. 

KALE (Borecole.) 
Sow from May to June, and set out the plants in July, in good rich soil; cultivate same 

as cabbage. For Spring use sowin September: potect during Winter with covering of straw. 

Green Curled Scotch.—About two feet high, leaves dark green, curled and wrinkled, 
stands winter without protection. : 

Dwarf German Greens.—Makes excellent greens for winter use, dwarf and easily 
protected during the Winter. 

The Leek is hardy and of easy culture; sow early in Spring in trenches eight inches 
deep, and have soil at the bottom fine and rich ; thin six to eight inches apart, and when the 
plants are twelve inches high, gather the leaves together and fill the trench so as to blanch 
the lower part of the plant. : 

London Flag.—tThis is the best variety, and succeeds better in this country than 
any other. 

LETTUCE. 
There is no vegetable which is more universally used than this. It is of easy culture, and 

thrives best in rich, moist soil Its quality depends largely upon rapid and vigorous growth; 
to secure this, have the soil rich and mellow, with frequent surface cultivation and an abun- 
dant supply of water. For an early crop sow in September in the open ground, transplant 

'» when’ large enough into cold frames; protect during winter in same manner as early cabbage; 
_ plant out early in April, or sow in hot-beds in February or March, and afterwards transplant. 
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EARLY CURED SILEASIAN—An early variety _ 
of strong growth, leaves large, light yellow and ~ 
wrinkled. it does not form a head, but is the best 
variety for cniting when young. 

New Treasure—tThis new variety forms a fine 
large solid head, with Jeaves of a richly, creamy, 
yellow color. Isa fine early variety, although very 
slow in going to seec. 

LARGE DRUMUEAD—Heads large and fine, 
pale green without, znd white at centre ; crisp and 
tender, fine summer variety. 

x Se 

GSN 

Philadelphia White Dutch Butter. Brown Dutch. 

PHILADELPHIA WHITE DUTCH BUTTER.—The best variety for cultivation in the lati- 
tude of Philadelphia, fine large heads, and stands the heat of Summer well. 

ROYAL CABBAGE--Large, crisp and tender: a good Summer variety. 

BROWN DUTCH.—Leaves large, green, tinged with brown ; very hardy, and of fine quality 

MELON (Canteloupe.) 
Plant early in May, when the ground has become warm and dry, in hills six feet apart 

each way; use well rotted manure, and if plants -grow very rank, finer fruit will be secured 
by trimming off the ends of the shoots when about three feet long. Do not plant near pump- 
kins, squashes or cucumbers, as they will mix with and injure the quality of the melons. 

GOLDEN JENNY.—Small, and very 
early ; globe-shaped, skin green, ribbed and 
netted, flesh light green and of fine flavor. 

JENNY LIND.— The earliest green 
fleshed melon, and the sweetest variety 

in cultivation; flesh green, quite small, 
slightly ribbed and well netted. 

iacietnat * = ay es 

PINE AP PLE.—Very fine, nutmeg shape, flesh thick and green, very firm, juicy and sweet 

GREEN NETTED—The old favorite, nearly round, good sized, well netted, flesh thick 
sweet, and fine flavor. | 
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JENNY LIND IMPROVED.—Resembles the old variety on!y that it produces earlier 
and is better filled out, roughing up better, and keeping fully a week longer than any other 
variety. Isof ahandsome green fleshed sort and invaluable for a first early; and of a 
delicious quality 

HACKENSACK.—A popular large size melon, flattened at the poles, deep netted and 
ribbed flesh green and well flavored. One of the best for shipping, and is a favorite with 
maket gardeners. ° 

Green Netted Melon. 

‘Montreal Cit ; 

CASABA—One of the best in cultivation; flesh green, sweet, melting and delieious. 

MELON (Water.) 
The Water Melon succeeds best on light, sandy soil, but the young plant requires a good 

start, and for this should have hills of rich earth, made so with well rotted manure. 

Cuban Queen. 

—The old New Jersey variety, equal to the best. 

SS Mountain Sprout.—Large oblong variety, gray 
seed, dark green skin, red flesh and good quality. 

Black Spanish —Large round, dark green skin, 
= flesh red, sweet and delicious, a first class market 

variety. 

CUBAN QUEEN.— One of the largest melons known; 
vine vigorous, skin striped, light and dark green; rind 
medium thick, flesh bright red, solid, crisp and sugary. Ice Oream. (See next page.) 
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Gypsy or Rattlesnake.—One of the large varieties, stands shipments long dis- 
tances better than any other. Fruit long, smooth, distinctly striped and mottled light 
and dark green. 

Ice Cream.—Medium size, scarlet flesh and very sweet; an excellent variety. 

Orange.—Small size, flesh red, tender and sweet, separates from the rind like an 
orange. 

The Boss.--New, handsome oblong vari- 
ety, skin very dark, deep scarlet tlesh, sugary 
and of excellent flavor. 

Light Icing.—Very light green skins 
flesh bright red, crisp and sugary, excellent 
quality. 

Dark Icing.—Skin dark green; in 
other respects like the preceding melon. 

Kolb’s Gem.—A new introduction. Has 
a hard rind and is a good shipper. Shape 
nearly round. Flesh red and of good quality. 

MUSTARD 

Mustard is not only used as a condiment, 
but the green leaves are used as a salad, or 
cut and boiled like spinach. 

Kolb’s Gem. bale 

White English.—This is the kind usually preferred for salad. The leayes are light 
green, mild and tender when young ; seed light yellow. n 

Brown Italian.—This is a larger piant than the preceding, with much darker leaves; 
seed brown and more pungent. 

NASTURTIUM 

Used as a pickle and highly esteemed. Sow in drills 
two inches deep, in April and May, five or six inches 
apart, and provide them with rods. It may also be grown 
to advantage as an ornamental climbing plant. 

OKRA, OR COMBO 

The green capsules of this plant are used in soups, 
stews, ete., to which they impart a rich flavor, and are 
considered nutritious. Plant the seeds about the middle 
of May, in hills or drills. Plant the seeds thickly, as it 
is liable to rot in the ground; rich ground is necessary. 

Tall White.—About four feet high ; pods eight to 
ten inches long. 

Dwarf White.—Two anda half feet high; pods 
five inches long ; very productive. 

Nasturtium. 

A strong, deep soil is desirable for this crop. The ground should be dressed with well 
rotted manure. 

The Silver skin and Yellow Strasburg are principally grown (for sets) in this vicinity, 
Sow the seed early in the Spring, very thickly in beds or drills. As soon as the tops die off 
in the Summer, remove them to a dry, airy place, and early in the following Spring replant in 
rows about two inches apart, the rows wide enough apart to admit of hoeing. The Onions by 
this process, are obtained of a large size early in the season. 

The Large Red Wethersfield may be reared to full size during the first season, by sowing © 
in drills early in March, in strong land, and thinning them out to stand two or three inches 
apart, keeping them well hoed. 
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White Portugal. 

ail rat 7 

Early Red Onion. 

Extra Early Red.--A large yielder, of good form and flavor, deep red color, and 
keeps well. Ten days earlier than the Wethersfield. 

Large Red Wethersfield.—The standard Eastern variety. Grows to large size 
directly from the seed ; skin deep purplish red ; form round, flat; flesh purplish white; and 
stronger flavored than any of the other kinds. 

Yellow Strasburg.—The old popular Philadelphia variety ; not as strong flavored 
as the Red; a first rate keeper, and valuable for shipping. 

_ Yellow Danvers.—A fine variety, originating in Danvers, Mass. ; above the medium 
size, oval shaped ; skin yellowish brown; flesh white, mild and well flavored, very productive 

Yellow Danvers. 

Queen 

Silver Skin or White Portugal.—Large flat Onion, of mild flavor ; fine for early 
winter use, and very desirable for pickling. It is the best keeper of the white varieties. 

Queen.—A silver skinned variety, of mild flavor, early, a- good keeper, and an excel- 
lent pickling Onion. 

ONION SETS 
The Onion sets grown in the vicinity of Philadelphia are recognized everywhere as the 

best in the country; they are more solid and brighter, and their keeping qualities much 
better than those grown elsewhere. The best varieties are the Eurly Red, Yellow Strasburg 
Yellow Danvers and White Silver Skin. Onions grown from sets come into market long before 
those grown directly from the seeds, and in consequence much higher prices are realized from 
then. 

PARSNIPS 
This well known culinary vegetable does best on a deep, rich, sandy soil; fresh manure 

should not be used, as it is apt to make the roots coarse and ill-shaped, The seed is some- 
times slow to germinate ; it should be sown early as possible, covering half an inch deep, 
and the soil pressed firmly over the seed; thin out so that the plants will stand four inches 
apart. 

Long White Dutch.--Very hardy, and keeps through the Winter without protection 
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Sugar or Hollow Crowned.--The very best for table use, very productive. 

Chumpton Moss Curled Parsley. 

PARSLEY 
Sow early in April in rows. Soak the seed a few hours in warm 

water before sowing, or it may lay two or three weeks in the ground 
Hollow Crown. before vegetating. A few Radish Seed mixed with the seed when 

sowing will mark the rows and facilitate weeding. 

PLAIN OR SINGLE—Dark green color, and very hardy. 

DOUBLE CURLED—A dwarf curled variety, which is the best for all purposes. 

MOSS CURLED—Leaves bright green, curled and crested like fern or moss, very orna- 
mental for garnishing or garden decoration, 
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PEAS 
The Pea is so generally known that it is needless to give any description of it. There are 

many new varieties coming out every year, most of which turn out to bé no better than 
the older sorts. We have carefully culled them over, and our list will be found to contain 
all that are really valuable 

__ The Pea matures earliest in a light, rich soil; but for general crop, a rich, deep loam 
will be found best The Extra EHariy varieties should be sown as soon as the ground can be | 
worked in the Spring, and continue every two weeks for a succession. The tall varieties 
require brush stuck in between rows. The wrinkled varieties are superior, more delicate in 
flavor, and remain longer in season than the smooth sorts, but are not so hardy. 

The dwarf varieties suit best for small gardens, and can be planted in rows one foot apart 
IMPROVED PREMIER EXTRA EARLY PEA.—This is undoubtedly the best and earliest 

ea grown. 
CLEVE!.AND’S ALASKA, (New.)—See cut on page 41. 

CLEVEILAND’S RURAL NEW YORKER, (New) 

MINGLE’S EXTRA EARLY.—For family use this is probably equal to the Improved 
Premier; it does not ripen so evenly, but keeps in bearing longer. : 

TOM THUMB.—Very dwarf, grows only ten inches 
high, excellent quality and productive. 

McLEAN’S LITTLE GEM —Highly recommended for 
garden cultivation ; quite dwarf, and among the earliest 

McLEAN’S PREMIUM GEM.—An improvement on 
the Little Gem, being larger and more productive. Does 
not ripen quite so early, is very luscious in flavor, and is 
general favorite. 

AMERICAN WONDER--A hybrid between Cham- 
pion of England and Little Gem ; grows eight to ten inches 
high ; it is an enormous cropper, and ripens in about fifty 
days from germination. 

PRIDE OF THE MARKET.—Habit of growth and 
general appearance, both of vine and pod closely 
resemble the stranger, only deeper in color. and ripening 
a week later. 

ADV ANCER.—A green wrinkled viriety maturing in 
from fifty to sixty days, producing an abundance of well 
filled broad, long pods, considered one of the best of its 
kind. 

Improved Premier 

EARLY KENT.——An old early variety, ripening about a week later than the Extra Harly 
height three feet. 

SHARPS QUEEN.—On of the most desirable of the late varieties that have been 
recently introduced. Being of a vigorous branching habit it needs to be sown thinly. Pods 
long, slightly curved and well filled, Height 25 feet, seed dark green and wrinkled. 

Telephone 

TELEPHONE—One of the recent introductions from England, where it is highly prized 
grows about three feet high, and is the best tall Pea in existence, an enormous bearer, pro- 
ducing straight, showy pods, containing from nine to ten peas in a pod. 
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Premium Gem. 

LONG ISLAND MAMMOTH.—Very popular with the farmer in most sections who 
want a large handsome pod of deep green color that carries well. Is becoming more popular 
every year. Height 3 feet. 

YORKSHIRE HERO.—Vines stout, about 
two feet high, pods broad and well filled, large 
Peas; hardy, productive, and superior flavor, 
and will be preferred to any other, by those 
who want a rich marrow-like Pea. 

MARKET GARDEN.—An old favorite, of 
delicious flavor; ripens in sixty to sixty-five 
days, foliage dark, and continues long in 
bearing, a universal favorite. 

DWARF CHAMPION.—Very much liked 
by those who have tried it. In quality and 
flavor equal to Champion of England, and 
the vine much more dwarf. Equal to Little 
Gem, except that it is ten days later. 

CHAMPION OF ENGLAND.—Universally 
admitted to be one of the richest and best fia- 
vored Peas grown; height four to five feet ; 
seed whitish green and shriveled, and a pro- 
fuse bearer. 

: FORTY FOLD.—A very fine Pea, grows 
Champion of England Peas. about the same height as Champion, very 

superior quality, and very productive. 

STRATAGEM.— New late green wrinkled marrow variety, growth one and a half feet high 
great bearer and of excellent quality. See Cut next page. 

LARGE BLUE IMPERIAL. About three feet high,'pods long, rather flat, containing eight 
or nine Peas, a good bearer, and one of the best varieties for summer use. 

IRISH DWARF WHITE MARROW FAT.—Similar in appearance and general character to 
the Large White Marrowfat, but of much dwarfer growth, being only about three feet high, it 
requires no brush, and is much earlier than the Tall Marrowfat; as a late market Pea it has 
no equal. 
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Stratagem Peas—See page 43. 

Large White Marrow fat.—About five feet high, and of strong growth; pods 
large, round and well filled; is undoubtedly, one of the greatest bearers in field or garden. 

Large Black-Eyed Marrow fat.--A late variety, well known on the Philadel- 
phia market as a prolific bearer, and is recommended as one of the very best Marrowfat 
varieties. 

Field Sorts.—We keep in stock all the varieties used for soiling or ploughing in as 
green manures ; a practice which is becoming quite general in this latitude. 

PEPPER 
Sow in hot beds in March, or in a warm border early in May, transplant 

and thin out to stand sixteen or eighteen inches apart; hoe frequently, to 
keep down the weeds. 

Large Sweet Bell or Rull-Nose.--A large sort, of square 
form, mild, thick and hard; suitable for filling with cabbage, and for a 

mixed pickle. It is notwithstanding its size, one of the earliest varieties. 

Tomato or Squash— Fruit flat, shaped like the Tomato. 

Long Red Cayenne.--Pod long, slim and pointed; color, bright 
red and very pungent 

Sweet Mountain.--Nearly identical with the Bull-Nose ; perhaps 
somewhat larger. 

Long Red Cayenne. 

PUMPKIN 
Sow in hills eight or ten feet apart each way, or in fields of corn, about every fourth 

hill; avoid planting near melon or squash vines, as they will hybridize. 

Sweet Potato.— Flesh yellow and dry, the very best for family use. 

Cashaw.—Long Yellow Crook Neck, one of the best among Pumpkins ; sometimes 
weigh as much as sixty to eighty pounds, 

Cheese.—One of the best for table use ; shape flat, like a cheese box; flesh yellow 
and sweet. 

‘Common Field.—Best for cattle feeding. 

POTATO 
TARLY VERMONT, Dakora Reb, SNOW. FLAKE, 

EarRLy ROSE, WHITE PEACH BLow, WuHiIre STAr, a 

EARLY SUNRISE, BEAUTY OF HEBRON, MAMMOTH PEARL, 

BURBANK SEEDING, Macnum Bonum, WHITE ELEPHANT. 
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The soil best suited to the Potato is a rich sandy loam, but it seems to thrive in almost 
any soil and climate. The best fertilizers are plaster, super-phosphate of lime and bone- 
dust. Plant as early in the spring as the ground can be worked thoroughly, covering about 
four inches in warm soil, and in wet soil three inches deep, cultivate to keep down weeds, 
and draw earth to the plants as they advance in growth. 

There are many 80 called new varieties offered every season, but they disappear 
quickly. There is really none to be found better than the Early Rose, Snow Flake, and 
White Peach Blow. 

RADISH 
Should be sown in a warm, sandy, loam, enriched by well rotted manure, and a liberal 

dressing of salt, this will have the effect of making them brittle and free from worms. 
Sow as early as the ground can be worked, and thin to two inches apart as soon as the 
rough leaves appear. 

Radishes .:ust have plenty of room and be grown quickly, otherwise they will be tough 
and wormy. 

EARLY LONG SCARLET SHORT TOP (improved).— 
The best standard variety for private gardens or market 
use, is brittle and crisp, and of quiek growth; color 
bright scarlet, small top, and is uniformly straight and 
smooth. 

EARLY SCARLET TURNIP—The earliest of the Turnips 
; small root and small top. Varieties ; 

White Tipped Scar-— 
let Turnip.—Fine French 
variety ; scarlet bulb with 
white tip, very showy and 
ornamental. 

Early Red Turnip 
Rooted.—This is the old 
favorite, and there are few 
that are better. (See Cut.) 

Early Deep Scarlet 
Turnip Rooted.—An im- 
provement on the former 
very smooth and rich dark 
color. 

Early White Tur- 
nip Rooted. — Like the 
preceding inshape, but pure 
white in color; bears the 
heat well without becoming 

Early Scarlet Turnip. Lee ime days later 
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Early Long Scarlet Short Top (improved). 

EARLY SCARLET OLIVE-SHAPED—In form of an olive; fresh rose colored, tender and 
excellent. 

EARLY YELLOW SUMMER TURNIP.—Oblong, turnip shaped and russet colored, much 
larger than the Red and White Turnip varieties ; solid and brittle, and stands heat better 
than any other kind. 

GOLDEN GLOBE.—A fine French variety, amber colored, mili flavor, and keeps long in 
eating condition. 

SCARLET CHINA WINTER—Form conical, of a bright rose color, flesh firm and pungent 
flavor. 

WHITE CHINA WINTER.—Similiar in shape to the preceding, flesh piquant, solid and 
brittle: an excellent sort for late Fall or Winter use. 
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Long Black Spanish Winter.— One of the latest as 
well as one of the hardiest of Radishes, and is one of the best for 
Winter use; roots oblong, black, of large size and firm texture. 

LARGE WHITE SPANISH 
WINTER Differing from the Black 
Spanish only in color. 

RAPE. 
Extensively cultivated in Eng- 

land for the seed, from which is 
manufactured Rape Seed Oil. As 
a forage plant it yields abundantly ; 
fed green it is eaten by nearly all 
animals, and is very nutritious. 
Sow in May’ten pounds broadcast, 
and in drills four pounds per acre. 

" Early Red Turnip (Page 45.) 

Rhubarb or Pie Plant. 

It is cultivated in gardens for its leaf stalks; used for pies 
and tarts, it is fit for use before green fruit can be had, and is an 
excellent substitute. Sow seed in the seed bed early in Spring, 
and transplant in Autumn or ensuing Spring to any desired 
situation, allowing plants three feet square space. 

Saisify or Vegetable Oyster. 
Sow early in the Spring, in deeply dug and richly manured 

soil, in drills eighteen inches apart. Keep clear of weeds, and 
when up afew inches, thin out, so as to stand four or five inches 
apart. This is a hardy vegetable and can remain in the ground 
all Winter for early Spring use, but should be taken out before 
they start growing. It is excellent for the table, and can be 
served as Carrots, or, after being parboiled, may be made into 
cakes and fried like oysters, which they greatly resemble in 
flavor. 

SPINACH. 

The Spinach is very hardy, wholesome and palatable, and 
make a delicious dish of greens. Should be planted in rich 
ground. Sow in drills one foot apart, and commence thinning 
out when the leaves are an inch wide. For early spring use, the 
seed should be sown middle of Autumn, and will require through 
the Winter a slight protection of leaves or straw. For Spring 
and early Summer use, sow as early as the ground can be tilled, 
and at short intervals, if a succession is desired. 

ROUND LEAVED SUMMER,.—( Eatra Curled.)—This vari- 
ety is the best and most popular with our market gardeners ; 
leaves large, thick and fleshy, and stands the Winter well. 

LARGE LEAVED FLANDERS--Has a very erect habit of 
growth, and preferred by many on that account, 

PRICKLY SEEDED—The hardiest variety, and will with- 
stand the severest weather, with only a slight protection of leaves 
or straw; seed is prickly, leaves oblong and triangular. It is 
the best for Fall sowing. 

Salsify 

LONG STANDING--New large crimped fleshy leaved variety ; stands two weeks longer 
than any other variety before running to seed. Best kind for seed sowing. 

MONSTROUS VIROFLAY—A mammoth variety of good quality, much used in Europe 
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SQUASH 
Cultivate same as Cucumbers or Melons. The summer varieties should be planted four 

or six feet apart each way, and the Winter sorts eight feet. Three plants are sufficient for 
a hill. 

EARLY WHITE BUSH, OR 
PATTY PAN—The earliest in 
maturing, and very productive. 

EARLY GOLDEN SCOLLOP 
Bush. — Like the preceding, 
except being of a golden color 

GOLDEN SUMMER CROOK- 
NECK.—The best ot the Sum- 
mer squashes, gold color, pro- 
fusely covered with warty ex- 
cressences ; very Superior flavor. 

WINTER CROOK NECK,—Shape like a Cashaw pumpkin, 
grown for Winter use; is a good keeper. 

BOSTON MARROW.—A Fall and Winter variety, very pop- 
Hubbard. ular, oval form, thin skin; when ripe, bright orange color, 

fine grained, and for sweetness unsurpassed. 

HUBBARD.—A very superior variety, flesh bright orange yellow; dry, sweet and rich 

flavored, good keeper, boils or bakes exceedingly dry. 

Golden Summer Orook-Neck Squash. 

~ WHITE PINAPPLE SQUASH.—A superb variety for pies ; it cannot be excelled. 

AMERICAN TURBAN.—Flesh orange yellow, good flavor and excellent for Fall and 

Winter use. 

_TOMATO 
Tomatoes do best on light, warm, not over rich soil, and success depends upon securing 

a rapid, vigorous, unchecked growth during the early part of the season. To have them very 

early the plants should be started in a hot-bed; transplant carefully, and cultivate well as 

long as the vines will permit. Tying to a trellis or stakes, improves the quality. 

EXTRA EARLY. (or Cluster). —The earliest variety, and desirable only on tha! 
account. 
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Extra Harly Richmond.—Almost as 
early as the Early Cluster, larger and smooth- 
er, it is a favorite among truckers, and is a 
good shipper. 

Hathaways’ Excelsior.—Quite early, 
vigorous growth, vines large, and productive 
throughout the season. Fruit dark rich 
color, slightly below medium size, but al- 
ways round and smooth. 

Early Tomato. Paragon 

ACME.—One of the most popular varieties; vines large, and produce abundantly until 
frost. Fruit in clusters, color maroon or reddish, with slight tinge of purple, invariably 
smooth and round, of good size and unusually solid, is a good shipper. 

PARAGON.—Vines large, liberal and productive; fruit large, round, of a dark crimson 
color, occasionally tinged with purple. ‘The flesh is thick and fine flavored, and taken alto- 
gether, it is the best variety yet produced. 

LIVINGSTON’S PERFECTION—A handsome new Tomato, so nearly identical with the 
preceding as to be interchangeable with it. 

TILDEN.—A well known and favorite variety, rich color, solid flesh, and desirable in 
every way. 

LIVINGSTON’S FAVORITE.—-This is the most perfect shaped Tomato in cultivation, is 
smoother than the Paragon, and does not crack or rot like the Acme. It ripens evenly, 
and as early as any good variety; very prolific, good flavor, few seeds, solid, and a good 
shipper. 

TROPHY.—Well known as one of the best; vines of medium size, but producing 
large quantities of fruit, which is large, smooth, and bright red in color. 

LARGE RED.—An old, reliable variety, resembling the Tilden. 

LIVINGSTON’S BEAUTY.—The very latest production of Mr. Livingston, and claimed to 
be the best; color a bright glossy crimson, slightly tinged with purple, grows in clusters of 
four or five large fruits, and retains its size until late in the season, and will average more 
pounds of fruit to the acre than any other variety. 

COOK’S FAVORITE—A solid, nearly round Tomato, very desirable, and almost identical 
with the *‘ Canada Victor.’’ 

FEJEE IMPROVED—One of the best; color maroon, solid flesh, very productive, and 
known as the Beefsteak Tomato. 

PEAR SHAPED— Yellow and Red. Used for preserves and pickles; is extraordinarily 
productive. 



TURNIP 
Early Purple Top Munich.—A handsome early Turnip, decidedly earlier than any 

other sort ; color white with bright purplish red top; of fine quality when young and recom- 
mended as the very best for a first crop. 

Early Flat Dutch (Strap Leaved).—This is the 
most popular early Turnip for table use; very early, 
sweet and tender, and sure to bulb. 

Early Purple Top (Strap Leaved )—Very similar 
to the preceding except in color, being purple or dark red 
on top; form round, flat, with but few leaves, which are 
of upright growth. This is the standard variety, and 
there is none better for general purposes. 

Large Early Red Top Globe.—Only recently in- 
troduced ; very attractive, of large size and rapid growth. 
It is a very heavy producer, and quite as early as the Flat 
Red Top. 

Early White Egg.—A recently introduced variety ; color pure white, egg-shaped, of 
very rapid growth, and of good quality. 

Pomeranian White Globe (Strap Leaved.)—A free-growing, rough-leaved variety, 
and very productive; will, frequently, in good rich soil grow to ten or twelve. pounds in 
weight ; it is a perfect globe in shape, skin white and smooth. A first rate kind for either 
‘able use or stock. 

Early Purple Top Munich. 

White Norfolk.—One of the standard field sorts; and is extensively grown every- 
where for stock feeding. In shape, round, color white, and often grows to large size. It is 
an admirable keeper. 

Early Purple Top—Sitrap Leaved. Improved American Ruta Baga. 

Cow Horn.—This variety is carrot-shape, and grows nearly half out of the ground; is 
pure white, except slight shade of green at top. It is well flavored, of rapid growth, and 
seems to be increasing in favor every year. 

Amber Globe ( Strap-Leaved.)—This is one of the best of the rough leaved sorts, for 
either table use or for stock; flesh yellow, fine grained and sweet; hardy, keeps well, is a 
good cropper, and grows to a very large size. 

Yellow Aberdeen.—This is a very nutritious cattle turnip; flesh pale yellow, tender 
and sugary ; is a good keeper,ardy and productive. It is an old favorite, and for stock pur- 
poses hard to beat. 
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Robertson’s Golden Ball (Osmalie Jelly).One of the most dalioate and sweetest 
yellow flesh Turnips yet introduced ; does not attain a — large size, — is firm and of 
excellent flavor. Has no superior as a table variety. 

Improved Purple Top Yellow Swede (Ruta Baga.)—This is the standard and 
most important now cultivated for stock purposes; noted for*rapid growth, large size and 
nutritious quality, and cannot be too highly recommended. 

White Fleshed Purple Top Ruta Baga.—tThis differs ainly. from the preceding 
in color; possesses most of the good qualities of the yellow, nee of slighty milder, Rare 
is not as valuable for stock as the yellow. > ® 

The above comprise about all the desirable varieties for either table or stock use. here 
are several others which differ from each other more in name thar, in anything else, being in + 
most instances identical in their characteristics. We have not noted them here, but any 
varieties not named, which our customers may desire, we will’ oes procure, and at 
such prices as will compare with any other Catalogue. = 

CLOVER AND GRASS SEEDS 
There are no plants so valuable for fertilizers as the clovers, and as a ee they include 

some of the best forage plants. The common clover is the natural manure of the Northern 
farmer, and it is the cheapest and best renovator of worn soils. Its full value on poor land is 
best obtained by securing the first crop for hay, and ploughing under the second crop when 
in seed in September. The cutting of the growing. plants causes the development of a large 
amount of roots, which extract from the soil large amounts of mineral constituents, which, by 
the decay of the roots, greatly increase the fertility of the soil; the long roots extend far 
into the earth, and when they decay leave channels through it for the admission of, air and 
distribution of water. Soils best adapted to clovers are clays and heavy loams; and ou 
such soils lime is the best clover manure. They also.do well‘on soils of lighter character, 
and when ploughed under as a green manure, add greatly to their fertility. The seed may 
be sown in Fall or Spring ; but in the Eastern and Middle States the best results are usually ° 
had from Spring sowing; it should be sown early on a mellow, well prepared soil ; plaster 
will increase the growth romarkabby, and should be sown broadeast.the season following ~ 
seeding. , 

CRIMSON CLOVER 
Crimson Clover.—Or more commonly called Scarlet, Italian or eth Clover, i is an | 

annual of French origin, makes a growth from 20 to 30 inches high, has a bright crimson’ 
blossom from 13 to 3 inches long, and when in full bloom with its luxurient growth of «green 
foliage and its crimson bloom, is a thing of beauty. It is a winter cro must be sown in July, 
August and September of each year from which the spring following ae *be cut for Soiling, 
by the 20th, of April; for Ensilage and hay by the 8th of May, and for - seed crop by the, 25th 
of May. It will produce on ordinary soil 12 to 15 tons of green food’per acre, A} to 2}. tons 
hay per acre, and 2 to 12 bushels seed peracre. Ploughed under as a manurial crop it is 
worth as a fertilizer $30. per acre. Experiments at the Delaware Experinient Station, have 
shown that $1 invested in seed per acre added 24 bushels corn. While $1 nee of nitride 
soda per acre increased the yield of corn only 6 bushels. 

Professor Voorhees, Director of the New Jersey Experimental Station: says, on page, 21of 
station bulletin no. 100: The average of the matured crops on May 24th and” “81st contained 
per acre 200 lbs. nitrogen and 6,500 pounds of organic matter, or equivalent to that contained 
in 20 tons of city manure, which would cost in that form $30, On page 29 of the same bulle- 
tin Professor Voorhees says; Used as a manure only the average crop per aere is worth 
$25, when used as a feed the value is increased to $40. This plant provides a good pasture 
before other crops are available. Anearly pasture is not only valuable for food contained in 
it, but also because it helps to insure proper feeding and to prevent too early use ‘of other 
and later pasture. The crop when 6 inches high contained over 1,300 pounds of digestible: 
food per acre, sufficient to properly nourish 12 cows for one week. Whensownin July and 
August it furnishes excellent pasture in December, can also be pastured some in early spting 
without injury to either hay orseed crop. When Red Clover failed to give a good stand or 
blighted on wheat stubble, the stubble ean be harrowed, over and Crimson Clover sown, 

which will more than make up the loss of the Red Clover. Crimson Clover weighs sixty 
pounds to the bushel. Ten to fifteen pounds are necessary to ‘seed ‘an acre ‘properly, and 
after sowing the seed it should be covered by harrowing witha light harrow. Professor 
Voorhees and other experimentors of high authority regard it as hardy as red clover. It’ 
withstood the winter at the Maine experimental station and attained a growth of 26_ inehes. 
Good results have been obtained in Northern New York. Crimson Clover will grow on poor 
light soils when other grasses fail. By its use poor soils can beimproved more rapidly than 
by any other method. Therefore, it is the cheapest and best fertilizer. 
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It makes an abundant food of highest quality. As pasture, stock prefer it to other grass- 

As a soiling crop or for Ensilage*it’‘cannot be excelled, and for hay stock not only have a de- 

cided preference for it, but they thrive remarkably upon it. 

_ The Delaware Experimental Station sums up its uses as follows :— 

lL. To Plow.down tor Green Manure. 

2. Por Silage. 

| 3. For Soiling./ 
4. For Haymaking. 

_).) For, Seed Production... 

6. For Eradication of Weed. 

7, For Reduction of Expenses in Cultivating Orchards. 

8... For Winter and Spring Pasture. 
9. As a Protection for Falling Fruit in Orchards. 

10: For Binding drift Soils and for preventing Washing on Hill Sides. 

_ We make Crimson Clover a specialty and we are prepared to furnish it in large or small 

quantities. We have in stock choice recleaned seed. Prime seed and No: 2 seed which we 

andfurnish at market prices. , 

. MAMMOTH OR LARGE RED.—This variety is best adapted for ploughing under as a 

green .Manure ; it) grows five to six feet high, has large, coarse stalks, which are not 

liked ‘by cattle. -Itis not ready to cut for hay until long after the common variety, and 

when cut leaves the ground bare, making no second growth. Sow at the rate of about 

ten pounds per acre. 

MEDIUM OR COM MON‘RED —This is the most important of allthe varieties of Clover 

for practical farm purposes ; it makes excellent pasturage when sown with Timothy and other 

grasses, and is one of the best; fodders for milch cows or sheep; sow at the rate of ten to 

fifteen pounds per acre, according to nature of the soil. 

ALSIKE OR SWEDISH—This is the most hardy of all the Clovers, it resists the severest 

cold, and extremes of drought and wet, yields large crops of superior hay, and on rich soils 

may be cut several times in a Season ; it is perennial, and its long, strong fibrous roots take a 

firm, deep hold on the soil, preventing washing away of the extra earth from hillsides. It pro- 

duces superior pasturage, and-is much liked by cattle ; grows well on any soil; stalks are 

iine and palatable, blossoms globular, sweet and fragrant, and much liked by bees. Sow in 

‘Spring or Fall, at rate of about six pounds per acre. 

CRIMSON TREFOIL ( Scarlet Italian.)—Grows about one foot high, with fine stems and 

long leaves. Blossoms are long, cone shaped, of a dark red or carmine color, grows rapidly, 

but. being, an annual,must be re-sown each season ; it yields several crops per year, and 

“makes ee hay. a about ten pounds per acre in Spring. 

WHITE DUTCH. sa areal low growing variety, with creeping stems ; mixed with Blue 

grass or Perennial Rye Grass, or Timothy, it makes a permanent pasture of great value. Its 

blossoms are round, white, tinged with red, and sweet scented ; stems fine and palatable, 

with numerous leaves of bright green color, blotched with white. Sow about six pounds 

per acre. . 

TIMOTAY.—This crop to cut for hay, probably surpasses any other grass in cultivation 

it thrives best on ‘moist, loamy soils, and is not well suited to light, sandy or. gravelly soils 

it should:be cut just, when the blossom falls. Sow either in Spring or Fall, at the rate of 

twelve pounds per acre, if alone, but less if mixed with other grasses. 
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Orchard Grass.—This is one of the most valuable grasses, on account of its qui:k 
growth and valuable aftermath. It is ready for pasture in Spring two weeks earlier than most 
grasses,and when fed off, is again ready for grazing in a week. It is palatable and nutritious. 
and stock eat it readily when green; it will also withstand severe drought keeping gre2> 
where many grasses wither, and will endure considerable shade. When sown with Clover it 
makes excellent hay, as it blossoms at the same time, and they should be cut together; f>~ 
grazing it has no equal, and should be used more than it is ; it has a tendency to grow in tufts, 
which can be prevented by close cropping and heavy seeding. When sown alone, one and a 
half to two bushels per acre are required; if sown with clover, half that quantity. It isa 
perennial, and will last for years, but its habit of growth unfits it for lawns. 

Red Top or Herds Grass.—lIs a good permanent grass, and makes a good pasture 
when fed close; is valuable for low, wet meadows, producing large crops of good hay. It is 
often sown with Timothy and Red Clover, in which case it makes a close sward. 

Kentucky Blue Grass.—This makes an excellent pasture grass, producing a mos* 
nourishing food for cattle, retaining its qualities tilla late period in Winter, and further South 
affording abundant food during the Winter. In connection with White Clover it affords a fine 
and close lawn: for this purpose an extra quantity of seed must be used, say, two bushe!s 
Blue Grass and six pounds of White Clover per acre. If sown by itself, either in Spring ci 
Fall, two bushels per acre are required. 

Natural Green Grass.—This is the grass par excellence for lawns, making a fire 
close surface of dark green velvety color. It is very sensitive to good treatment, and will in 
most cases drive out the other grasses and take possession of the soil. Should be sown nct 
less than two bushels per acre. 

Perennial Rye Grass.—A very valuable variety for permanent pasture, and makes 
a large return of hay; it is very nutritious, and stock are very fond of it; succeeds best on 
moderately moist land, for which it is peculiarly adapted. It is also largely used for lawns, 
in conjunction with other grasses. Should be sown in the Spring in quantities of one and a 
half to two bushels per acre. 

Sweet Vernal Grass.—An early and exceedingly fragrant variety, and on that account 
invaluable for Lawn Grass mixtures, presenting a beautiful appearance, and exhaling a 
delightful odor when in blossom. 

Fine Mixed Lawn Grass.—For fine lawns, careful preparation of the ground, with 
thorough rolling, are absolutely necessary, following which a selection of the seeds of such 
grasses as will present a luxuriant verdure from early spring till late in Autumn. There 
should also be frequent mowings with a lawn mower; no matter how much care has been 
taken with soil and seed, no lawn will be beautiful without frequent mowing and rolling. Toc 
much care cannot be bestowed on the selection of grasses, these we can supply ready mixed, 
in proper portions of each kind required. We have been exceedingly successful with our 
mixture, and refer to the many fine lawns around Philadelphia, which have been put down 
with our mixture. Should be sown two to three bushels per acre. 

Millet.—By reason of its being an open-fertilized plant millet is very much mixed, and 
varieties are not at all likely to come true. Consequently when Golden millet is purchased 
it is quite likely to centain some plants of Hungarian or other ‘members of the millet 
family. Instead of sticking closely to names, it is better to distinguish between the millets 
in order of their size. The Hungarian and the common are the smallest and finest leaved ; 
the Golden and German are medium sized, and grow more coarsely than the former, especially 
if planted thinly. Broomcorn and Hog millet come in an entirely different class and belong 
to a different order of plants. They are usually raised only for the seed for feed purposes. 

Common Millet.—Requires a-dry, light, rich soil, and grows two and a half to for. 
feet high, with a fine bulk of stalks and leaves, and is excellent for forage. Can be sowni 
drills or broadcast, from May Ist until last of July. For hay sow one bushel; if for see ‘ 
one-half bushel per acre. 

German, or Golden Millet.—A much improved variety, medium early, growins 
three to five feet high; the heads are closely condensed, though the spikes are very nume:- 
ous. It is an enormous cropper; should be sown not less than one bushel per acre, if less 
will grow coarse and woody, in which state it is not relished by cattle. 

Hungarian Grass.—This belongs to the millet family, growing less rank, with smai 
stalks often yielding two to three tons of hay per acre; like millet it is an annual, and 
requires, to be sown every season, but will produce a larger return than almost any othe: 
crop. Sow and cultivate like millet; all kinds of stock eat it with avidity. 

For Hay.—Either sown together or separate, are unsurpassable both has to quantitv 
and quality of hay. 

German Millet, (and it must be remembered that Tennessee German Miilet is the best 
in the world, ) being sown and cultivated for seed and compared to seed grown elsewhere, 
the Tennessee grown is purer and better in every way. 

After all danger of frost is past, break the land and thoroughly pulverize it, then sow 
at the rate of one to one anda quarter bushels per acre, and roll or harrow in, and cu: 
when seed are in the dough ; cure as timothy. 

For Hay.—Either sown together or separate, are unsurpassable both as to quantity 
and quality of hay. | 
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AROMATIC AND SWEET HERBS 
ANIBSE, *FENNEL, *RosEMARY, 
BasiL, Sweet, * LAVENDER, “SAGE, 
CARAWAY, MariGoup, Por, *Savory, SuMMER, 
CORIANDER, MaARsoruM, SWEET, *Savory, WINTER, 

*THYME. 
Those marked with * are perennial, and when once obtained in the garden, may be pre- 

served for years with a little attention. Most of the varieties thrive best on rich, sandy soil. 
which should be carefully prepared and cultivated, as the young plants are for the most part 
delicate and easily choked out by weeds. Sow as early as the ground can be made ready, iu 
drills sixteen to eighteen inches apart, or sow in beds in April, and set plants out in June, 
t'.ey should be cut when in bloom, wilted in the sun, and then thoroughly dried in the 

ae PERMANENT GRASSES. 
We also furnish single grasses, or several kinds in a mixture, for the production of hay 

“r permanent pasture, to suit either heavy or light land. 

MISCELLANEOUS FARM SEEDS. 
Under this head we keep in stock all kinds of Spring and Winter Wheats, Rye, Common 

.ud Silver Hull Buckwheat, Oats, Field Peas, Spring Vetches and Tares, and all other seeds pe cane = BIRD SEEDS. 
CANARY, MILLET, MAW, 

HEMP, RAPE, LETTOCE. 
@ And other articles required by the Bird Fancier. 
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PRICE LIST. 
LESS QUANTITIES THAN 1-4 lbs. and 1-4 BUSH 

PER OZ. AND QUART. 

While we exercise the greatest care to have all Seed pure and reliable, it is hereby mutu- 
ally agreed that we are not in any respect liable or responsible for the seeds sold by us, 
either as to quality or kind, nor any loss or damage arising from any failure thereof in any 

vical US FOR FIRM PRICES. 
respect. 

ASPARAGUS. OZ. LB. 
Conover’s Colossal............000+. $ 10 50 
Barr's (Marteratiry ss cso tev sese.es owes 40 paO 
Palmetto, (Mew,)-ndttin neh akus 10 50 

BEANS, (Bush, or Snap Shorts.) ar. Bos. 
Barly Mobavwik tp... utpies -ssswave nee 4 50 
Early Red Valentine................ 4 00 
Cleveland’s Improved Round 

Pod. Valentine) sis.) ssa.s econo 4 00 
Early Long Yellow Six Weeks... 4.25 
Early China Red Eye...... ......... 4 00 
Refugee or Thousand to One...... 3 00 
Currie’s Rust, Proof Wax....... . 4 50 
Dwart.German Wak. ic.ju seowes- 4 50 
Golden Wax.. 2 vate eats 4 50 
Wardwell’s Kidney Wax. sspaysnine sy 5b 00 
German Wax, (white pee). 4 00 
Crystal White AN ax 2. 4 00 
IvoryPod Wax.. Sp a atua ba 4 00 
White Seeded Valentine... imeseeess 5 00 
White. Cranberry...f 2.0 isis. db asin 3 25 
Royal Dwarf, White Kidney...... 3 25 
Large White Marrow...........ss0 3 25 
Dyart White Navy cote. eee Terns 
Henderson Bush Lima...... _..... 3 25 
Burpee Bush Lima, .s...2... 8 6 00 
Dreers, Bush, Lima..;...... 1+. tebe. ot 6 00 

BEANS, ( Runners.) 
Extra Early Jersey Lima,, ........ 25 600 
Improved Extra Large Lima, 

(Salem Mammoth)............ 25 6 00 
Dreer’s improved Lima............. 30 6 60 
Small White Lima or Carolina.... 30 6 50 
Horticultural.......... dace cine 20.500 
Giant Wax, (Red Serd).. er ne 20 ¢ 00 
Tall German Wax,. Siva eipeis na sae > ue 

BEET. OZ. LB. 
Extra Early Bassano.. eee VE et) 
Karly Egyptian Turnip... ses WEEE ted 10-60 
Kelipse... nis onsy, -dige te tte OU 
Early Blood Turnip. desees covatcoruse 10 ~—s60 
Bastian’s Early Turnip.. porte meds OO 
Half, Long Blood....:5, +. +s». syaeuenon 10.—s 60 
Improved Long Dark Blood...... 10-60 
BBW ISR, CODATAL,. . ntsuib aaeicnmcei caiee cen 10 ~=60 
White Silesian Sugar.............. 10 40 
Imperial White Sugar............ 10. 40 
Giant Long Red Mangel Wurzel 10 40 
Long Red Mangel Wurzel......... 10 40 
Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel... 10 40 
Yellow Ovoid Mangel Wurzel... 10 40 
Red Globe Mangel Wurzel........ 10 40 
Golden Tankard Mangel Wurzel 10 40 

BROCCOLI. 
Purple Cape... Pee ee Be ed a) 
Karly Large White... ...sgems we. 20 2 59 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS. } ee, 
Dwarf Improved. ......... sss.» .6 15 

CABBAGE. 0z. 
Large Early York.. meer, fe | 
Karly Jersey Wakefield.. cba we ee 20 
Karly Winningstadt...............+8 15 
Early: Gone.is.0t Nei Jae! 15 
Early. Sagar Doak,» deusi.c npn 15 
Early Dwarf Flat Dutch......... ... 15 
Fottler’s Early Drumhead........ » sae 
Premium Large Late Flat Dutch. 15 
Premium Large Drumhead........ 15 
Improved Drumhead Savoy....... 15 2,00 
Red Dutch (for Pickling).......... 15 2 00 

CARROT. 
Earliest Short Horm... ...:..2.. 0... 10 «75 
Early Scarlet Horn......... .....00 10°32%5 
Danvers...» <assiomygecwee. Ba. 2 10 75 
Karly Half Long Scarlet, (Stump 

Root.) .csmpostewvet of Ae 10, wit5 
Improved Long Orange... Lid, 10. 75 
Long Red Altringham.............. 10 75 
Large White Belgian......... .... 10 =°75 

CAULIFLOWER. 
Extra Early Paris.................... 32 9 O00 
Lenormand’s Short Stem........... 50 7 00 

CELERY. 
Giant White Solid......... ssc.» 15 1 50 
Boston. Maricet....sc. vepesblewg dared 15 1,50 
Dwarf Golden Heart........... sess 15 1°59 
Half Dwaet Solid) ..5.. dcssissiensn ae 15 1 50 
Dwarf White Solid............0..s 15 1 50 
Playvorin g (Celeryiasns-chasstaeiins¥as 10 40 
Matchless Red Solid....... .2....0.5 15 1 50 
Celeriac, Turnip Rooted ............ 15 1 50 
Self BlanoWang 5. :2c0s5:+-s000hei dice 20 4 00 
White Plume......... ee 20 4 00 

COT LAR DS. s dacs. .cteee oct a 

BOXER AN PS ASAT. 5 conn cignsp, witians veg elites 10 75 

CORN. QT. BUS. 
Celts. i Ay cn oabicntis Bath tweed POE. OR 15 2 90 
Perkins’ Extra Early............... 15 2 00 
Extra Early Adams......... 0.00.0 15 2 00 
Karly Marblehead Sugar............ 15 2 00 
Early Shaker Sugar, ............-.. 15 2 00 
Early Red Naragansett.............. 15 2 00 
Karly Large Eight Rowed........ . 15 2 00 
PUB... 00. vncees socontiesasnnne 15 2 00 
Amber Cream Sugar........s.sesees 15 2 00 
Groaby’s \Hatly .... sc s..sse. 0 15 2 00 
La.ge Mammoth Sugar............ 15 2 00 
Improved Stowell Evergreen...... 15 2 00 
TOMBE MO Wades. os veens bao MedT od 15 2 00 

RON ol oe oe oe 

oon 

So 

- ARE CHARGED AT THE PRICES 



_NOT BOUND ‘BY THESE PRICES AFTER M ARC H FIRST. 

CORN. ar. BUS. 
PRN tents seasnave~ voccsves ace .$ 15 200 
PERRO OSEC ICING. «4, cscs acces one 15 150 
Eight Rowed Yellow, (Canada)... 10 1 50 
Mammoth Chester Co..... ........ 10 1 50 
Mammoth Dent.........2.6-c4.. 0d 10 150 
RINNE EORTC Y nanan ces sonane scatneine 1 OLED O 
Gn ns cnn sanes) aninncane 10 150 
Braet Ss Prolific..... ..- joc ccccocces0s LODO 
NTI iienien ss, vcvess -asdansdionsass] GOO 
Hickory King. suf Seeaiabs, Can aeis aa 
Sweet Fodder pry AE EEE 10 1 50 

CRESS. 02: '* DB. 

OBIOGLS « posses ces. oe sted. SOUR EE 10.50 
Broad Leaved.....sc0 secs. seeeee «=100~) «60 

CUCU MBER. 
J dS) OT a 20 1 50 
MBE TERTIEE 302-200 5-55.00. seen 20.150 
Improved White Spined ......... 20. 1 50 
Long, Green Turkey... ........... 20 1 50 
Seae ye ICRI ~ 2-0 <- 25. occ ec gnc en owe: 20 taao 
Short Green Prolific .............. 20 1 50 
PepeTEATICGE = o.0 5-6... ona-s soceee 20 Te a0 
Se a re ite Sea anic nes mas opp exe 20 2. 00 

EGG PLANT. 
Batly Lone. Purple —....:<0<. 00s. 20 200 
Improved New York Purple...... 20 200 
FUR CRS MBI. ose can scandy acaees cones: 20 2 00 

ENDIVE. 
Great Peter LAO os cy<e-ce -nasepai tons »<4-- 1a. Fo 
Broad Leaved Batavian............ 15 1 50 

GRASS SEED. 
Red Clover Seed.. 7} 
Mammoth Red Cine: Seed ; 
White Clover Seed............ + 
Alsike Clover Seed... ......... | “A 
Crimson Clover Seed....... ... = 
Cjranare Gass sc. cece. cA cee ces Ne 
EPPA E SS ieee ee eee S me 
ETL irr kee alia a Net pale SAR hr cot ie 
Green Grass.. : ore its 
Kentucky Blue ‘Grass: Se FR, oo | g 
Perennial Rye Grass. ........ = 
MRIGCED cee cuecs oonst- bm seca | 
SRE Geko cwc'sw curs =ponaaps> eaeee J 

QT. BUS. 
Mixed Lawn Grass, &c., No. 1.... 15 2 50 

KALE. OZ. LB. 
Green Curledi. q23) .oiginil pau 10 50 
"Waal Orarled..Seotehc siacedatn-ocannnin 10 50 

Dwarf German Greens.............. 10 50 
0: Tale EE eee geek bere tet 10 50 

LEEK. 
Large London Flag... .............. 15 100 
DCR ISET EME og cagce ses. a98 sacle = anaes 15 1 25 

LETTUCE. 
Early Curled Silesian... .......-... 15-125 
Simpson’s Early Curled............ 15 1 25 
Large Curled India...... ........... 15 125 
Large Drumhead......... cccsesee aes 15°17 25 
White Dutch Butterhead........... 15 125 
Royal Cabbage. .... tae AC TPB 
Brown’ Dutch Butterhead... eta ts 15 1 25 

MELON. 
Matai O WOOL. Sie ccs ce reeences 
TRUS IG ELIEG, po vaca cars-» waranees ones 
ee aT eG oc, funtnws~.- ae apestoaeeee 
Gipsy, or Rattlesnake............... 
RFE eigductinaes, svtaos ras) 9 crugsesss o54 

Ice Cream.. ; 
Mountain gs Sa 

Kolb’s Gem... Stesemenel ir bee sain at an see 

Iron Clad . Bo eel, Abi hs 
Citron, for preserving A Fanb rete cs 
Large Netted Wate: cts os ones 
Wetted. Greeti. . .552:-..-0- c. Seas aneges 
Montreal Green Nutmeg........... 
Pine Apple Citron:....:.0.......0.2.-5 
Jenny Tiaid Citron. 0.0 <. ...225 os. <>- 
Tashle: Gent Citron. -<:-.. ..-..}...es 
Hackensack..... .... Be PA ret 
ROTA EMNTCH NY... 52. wa ces an ccen paces 
Early SS anmasiie sadvattaeate 
Bay View.. Sinraac eres 
Surprise.......... 

MUSTARD, White English. 
Black Italian Siiie aban ey atereteideraaceas 

NASTURERUM: ....<.-4-2 

55 

0Z.. LE. 
10 50 
10 50 
10 ° 75 

10 50 
10 50 
10 50 

10 50 
10 50 
10 50 

10 50 
10 +50 

10 «50 
Ti" ae 
10 50 
10 «50 
10 50 
50) 
10 50 

10° =50 

10 50 
10 +50 
10 50 

10 +50 

10 50 
10 50 
5 20 
5)T 20 

ves hy £/00 

OKRA, or GOMBO, Dwar ad Tall 10-50 
ONION, Extra Early Pearl.. - 20 1 00 

Extra Barly Red. .c..+:-5.sardibes 20 1 00 

Large Red Wethersfield............ 20 1 00 
Large Yellow Strasburg............ 20 1 00 
Yellow Danvers..<.:....-. «isactedt 20 1 00 

DIP VEE CCE. «fc Sicespicvencesss HOS 20 1 50 

Tia gMy Gyan” on. 552 sangoncuncsinncuees 20 1 50 
ONION SETS. ) ¢ 

Yellow Strasburg... ........ jo m = 
Vellow> Danvwers.35.c- . 2.3: b $ Ss 

ro A(es ters 1, Ween an Lares 
LD ig Ui Dee ae eeiee : ae 

OATS, &e. ls 
Surprise... 4 

White and Black Norway 3 
Wislcame 320, .<.- siescuenonss = 
White Belgian..........::... ) 9 
Imported Scotch............ f z, 
UES Sea rg lean a 
White Probsteir............. = 
Barley... S 
Seed Wheats, &e, ‘Ke... rece < 

PARSLEY. OZ. LB 
TEIN Be tlcnn a aR EE i 8 10 75 
RMD FO GPCR con 622 cewccn pe SF oat 10 75 
Mass Gurled.. 5.05 brace cpnacss 10. 90 

PARSNIP. 
Sugar, or Hollow Crowned........ 10 50 
Leng White Dutch .....:..:c27....<0 10 50 

PEAS. QT. BUS 
Mingle’s Extra Early............... 15 4 50 
Improved Premier, Extra Early.. 15 450 
Philadelphia Extra Early.... ...... 15 400 
Horsfords Market Garden......... 20 5 00 
Pride of the Marketis....scc0.cc-<s0 30 5 00 
aMRE REST cease Te 4s cuts 0 Go id 2, Sav soln 15 5 50 
Long Island Mammouth............ 20 4 50 



56 NOT BOUND BY THESE PRICES AFTER MARCH FIRST. 

PEAS. QT. BUS. 
rary “Wa in bec ced om teee ete ieee $ 20 4 50 
Improved Little Gem................ 20 4 00 
McLean’s Premium Gem.......... 20 4 00 
American Wonder, ....+. cecses sees 25 7 00 
Kon tap Li WeOhar sce > ao waee bunt oder ., 20 9.00 
McLean’s Blue Peter................ 20 4 00 

A AROT (55.05 Sectcals nce x neeeiees G 20 4 00 
Fi Ras ki tics: -sy sonss< cases cae 20 4 00 

= Haghy AGraMe 20! vaecawanusesusann ap 15, 3,00 
Stratagem .. AC La ER isle RLY SER 

Telephone (new) .. cpartyd anemone a aes 20 4 00 
LaxtOn 7k MATVCL iiicsewcterumacepene 20 4 50 

VOrkBarO HIGrO 2 .cecsancuctevens. ees 15 4 00 
EG QOWIC 2 60. a scee vow nucaniincigne papann, 20 0 OO 
Dwarf Champion... shee doth vas she. OTS OO 
Champion of England eee 15 400 
Fresh and best. .ioccpeeaeeirsexcness 15 5 00 
Large Blue Imperial... 15 4 00 
Large White Wavrn what (dwarf). 15 250 
Large Black Eyed Marrowfat...... 15 2 50 
Canatia, rele. ce aaet: e tiene eacioanee 10. 1.56 

PEPPER. OZ. LB. 
Large: Sweet, Bell...... ........ ssdess 15 150 
Tiemioloe ObaUOGORB,...-..2s5265-. 125524 15 1 50 
Long Red Cayenne. ......... .....-- 153450 
Sweets Mountain... cusite. at. asdf UK 15 150 

POTATO. 
Early Vermont. ..........-+ 00: 
Harly Rese.s satan ..8! 
Barly  Sanmise sss 0369 1.6295 
Burbank Seedling.............. 
DAK Ota Ode 50-0 Ohare s 

Beauty of Hebron.............. 
Magnum Bonum ....... .....: 
SHO WEAK cereseninse seen ver ccenen 
WVRICC RP inne deny e+ --<6- jeHAS: 
Mammoth Pearl. ......... ...... 
White Elephant....... Pr: 

PUMPKIN. 
Sweet Potato..... ......... 
Casalw ‘Ve daadte..bettsssc pi ab nest bean 
CRidemensisics a) fact sexton stern assee: 
Common Field . 

RADISH. 
Long Scarlet Short Top... 
Early Long Scarlet (improved)... 
Early Scarlet Turnip ......-.......:. 
White Tipped Scarlet...... bel is 
Early Deep Scarlet Turnip......... 
Early Red. Purnips..sc02..0. cri. see 
Bany White Tornip........ .s+.....- 
Early Scarlet, Olive Shaped....... 
Wood’sEarly Frame. ........ .-.+++. 
Early Yellow Summer Turnip..... 
Sap APE EUs ayaa dns nn <n <conacnys 
Scarlet China Winter............... 
White China Winter....... ......0. 
Long Black Spanish Winter....... 
Large White Spanish Winter..... 
Kita 2B Yeatetesucis venppukossas san se 
White Strasburg:: %,.cccsce-seser-snpp 
Batt. iba DUT... +. s6as.veinenes 4 Pa 

RAPE 
Winter and Summer...........0. 

Ms 
3 

x 
= 

ae 
White Peach Blow............ | 7 we 

ee 
+ 

[o) 

) 
| <x 

10 50 

10. —=—«50 
10 50 

10 25 

POP 

10) Ys 
1] to 

pt ea 
A) ae 3) 
yy 

ty Orgy 
10-75 

19 75 
19 ~75 
10°7+76 

10° 75 
10: 4/75 

10 75 
LO 2 ya 

i 8 ea | 

H 75 

LO" OTS 

QT. BUS 

10 2 40 

| 

S AMIE Visscpoarae nstectaes osb0n0 jie Saba $ 0 100 

SPINACH. 
Round Leaved Savoy................ 10 40 
Long Standing ........0e00 ses cesses sess 10 40 
Large Leaved Flanders............ 10 40 
Prickly Seeded. « vereseaes weweet Jade 10 40 
BRT ON BY, 2. weviewe . et botes tee 10 40 

SQUASH. 

Karly White Bush.......... ealaas iv de 
Long Grom. 255 wesepe russes AAT Eee 
Golden Summer Crook-neck .. .10 +60 
American Turban...................5 10 60 
Early Golden Bush . ae 10.60 
Winter Crook-neck......-......0 ess 10 «60 
Boston MALO Ween 92> conestos cxsciecs ane 
itt b DEY Mew ncowsoecasxene aoe nomen Coe 10 1 00 
Gocoanut Squash... ........0 .7.sgale 10 =«60 

TOMATO. 
Extra Early Cluster................ 15 150 
Extra Early Richmond........ pes 15 ‘1 50 
Hathaway’ sExcelsior Jdinwesonepiee 15 150 
MECTUG .. cups. Gedaniiabaeehae Rasa eee 15 1 50 
BATA ON <..\..-csiss cage eee us amt 
Livingston’s S Perfection. saensen | ADL 
Livingston’ 8 Favorite wcccesccnscoeta 15 150 
Tilden 12h -<ieapaita Salam sigdn as REMI 15 150 
Trophy, Improved.............1..... 15 150 
Barge RG . wince swovsnaseadhessaas antes 15 150 
o0k’s Favorites, cesanbossiccthiedee 15. 1 50 
mejeo Improved: «.ccpcsus,cceaseaedeeee 20 200 
Pear Shaped, (Yellow and Red).. 20 2 00 
Livingston’s Bea ue Wit 

pers only... wese wavccs cosder’ ky Wee 

TURNIP. 
Early Purple Top Munich......... 10, 60 
Early Flat Dutch, (Strap Leaved) 10 (0 
Early Purple Top, (Strap Leaved) 10 60 
Large Early Red TopGlobe(New) 10 60 
marly Witite) Hee ...: oc... scerunes 10 60 
Pomeranian White Globe, (Strap 

Le Abed yr cacesconoscccs secens pam 10. 60 
WV bite: Norfolk... ..+.- snes paneuseee 10 60 
OW: HOLE out ncse. ov eseden penis cae 10 40 
Amber Globe, (Strap Leaved).... 10 
Yellow Aberdeen..... .. 10. 60 
Robertson’s Golden Ball (Orange 

Jelly)... 10 70 
Purple Top Yellow Swede, ( Ruta 
BOR) casi dnc6n uss sve nvereaant sweetie 10 75 

White Fleshed sede Dik Ruta 
Baga .. ited l hOD 1S 

HERBS. 
ATEIBO Saninss saan cmen aeacans. <acpee meee 15 
COLTAWBY. «s.c0-usineasoendes acaxps pater ee 15 
Fennel. ..ccisccccue vecncdnedhaccrs saree ee 
LAVGNGE? «0.555 6crescasto civaseveaeweene 15 
Pot Marigold. cc, 0.0ss%cdec- <nans ape ue Sa 
Sweet Man ora nacepepieianas ‘zt ined 20 1 75 
Rosemary... ere ot 
AZO... dhs-ccrnaseresenepery sabicdaiah edb teae Aeamnan 
Sweet ‘Basil. . ee 15 1 50 
Summer Savory...sece severe . 15 1 bY 
Winter SavOrynne inihean a. anne aenpeibenl ae 
TRYMG: soosssncneensas senserdéqeih - e0er On OD 
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FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 50. 


